







English has been taught for years in Indonesia. Many people have been learning it. They may know English but sometimes they have a problem to speak with the native speakers or to understand what the native speakers say.  Furthermore, to be able to speak English, it is not only to know about the vocabulary and structure but also to know another important element, culture as well. Without conceiving the culture favorably, someone will be difficult to communicate well. It is because to communicate well. As defined by Savignon (1983), he stated that someone needs to have communicative competence including grammatical competence, discourse competence, socio-cultural competence, and strategic competence.
From those components of communicative competence, one of the components that is most important to be used in speaking is socio-cultural competence. Without understanding the socio-cultural competence, the speaker will not able to understand or to be understood by other speakers. Hence, it is important to integrate culture in teaching language. This is in line with Volosinov (1973) who declares:
“the actual reality of language-speech is not the abstract system of linguistic forms, not the isolated monologic utterance, and not the psycho-physiological act of its implementation, but the social event of verbal interaction implemented in an utterance or utterances”.
The quotation above implies that in teaching language, culture is important where  culture not only dictates who talks to whom, about what, and how the communication proceeds, it also helps to determine how people encode messages, the meanings they have for messages, and the conditions and circumstances under which various messages may or may not be sent, noticed, or interpreted. Then culture is recognized as instrumental in shaping speakers’ communicative competence, in both their first and subsequent languages.
Moreover Samovar (1981) stated that two points should be clear. The first what is perceived as important tends to vary from culture to culture. Second, what and how a person communicates are reflections of what his culture perceives. Hence, a crucial precept of intercultural communication is that the world we perceive and communicate about may not be the same world being experienced and expressed by someone from another culture. Even people live within the same geographic boundaries, there are problems in the use of language. We must in mind the notion that word usage and meanings are learned, and that each culture, subculture, or subgroup has different experiences that help shape usage and meaning.
In addition, according to Whorf (1956), language affected how a culture conceptualized reality. Different languages evolved different ways of seeing. Yet, when Chomsky (e.g. 1965) focused linguistic inquiry upon a universalist quest for the structures that underlie all language, Whorf’s relativist position on culture and language became unfashionable. The culturally shaped differences among languages appeared trivial when compared to their common, underlying features.
Based on Samovar’s statement that even people live within the same geographic boundaries, there are problems in the use of language; the problem appears including behavioral speech. It indicates that people use the language because of cultural interferences as a reflection of their own culture which still exists on their environment. 
However, the existence of cultural interferences in English speaking class has yet been properly analyzed in State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar ELT arena. Hence, the researcher considers that analyzing the cultural interferences in the English speaking class should be done. Before analyzing it, the researcher is going to provide a hand book of Impact Values which has some topics related to the culture to find out the cultural interference that is going to be appeared in the class by the students in their practice. McKay (2003) contends that:
Culture influences language teaching in two ways: linguistic and pedagogical. Linguistically, it affects the semantic, pragmatic, and discourse levels of the language. Pedagogically, it influences the choice of the language materials because cultural content of the language materials and the cultural basis of the teaching methodology are to be taken into consideration while deciding upon the language materials. For example, while some textbooks provide examples from the target culture, some others use source culture materials. to facilitate the communication of learners’ ideas and culture in an English medium (qtd. in McKay, 2003)
Based on the quotation above, the researcher assumes that it is important to organize the students’ participation and students’ language learning materials that will explore and realize their own culture regarding that the language is a medium of its culture. Further, their English thinking will be strengthened as their expression and also it will facilitate the students to build up their communicative competence in which the researcher is going to use the cultural competence that falls into the category of pragmatic aspect of communicative competence.
However, in analyzing the cultural interferences, the researcher will use the aggregation of five culture dimensions; Power Distance, Individualism/Collectivism, Masculinity/femininity,  Uncertainty Avoidance, Long/Short Term Orientation that are modeled by Hofstede in culture context to know which dimension will be used in their speaking class.  Each dimension will be reflected by the learners based on their own society. All the dimensions are the interferences that might be appeared on students’ utterances in English speaking class.
B.	Problem Statement
In terms of integrating cultural values into English speaking class, the problem statements of the research will be:
1.	What are the kinds of cultural dimensions used in English speaking class?
2.	What is the effect of cultural interference used in English speaking class?


C.	Objective of the Research
Relating to the problem statement above, the objective of the research is to find out the kinds of cultural dimensions used in English speaking class and to find out the effect of cultural dimensions in the classroom.
D.	Scope of the Research
The scope of the research is viewed from three aspects as follows:
1.	By discipline, this research applies the sociolinguistic discipline. This research focuses on behavioral culture that the students apply through their utterances.
2.	By content, this research will discuss about the kinds of cultural dimension used in English speaking class. The researcher will analyze the cultural dimensions provided by Gert Hofstede
3.	By activities, this research will take sample from State Islamic University. The data will be taken by using audio and video recording and interview. The data will be analyzed by using the discourse analysis which analyzes the spoken language used.
E.	Significance of the Research




 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A.	Previous Related Research Findings
Graves (2000) stated that learners can obtain a variety of opinions from their partners while participating in the group discussion by means of the role play activity, “learners can experience cultural values and awareness because it gives an opportunity to be emotionally involved in cross-cultural learning and reflect upon cultural differences". 
Within Cho u and Yen-Lin’s journal (2004, p. 1), they assume that integrating the teaching of the cultural values of the compliments in the language classroom provides learners with opportunities to learn not only the language (English) but also the cultural differences. Moreover, the role play activity, group discussion, and oral presentation are utilized in the language classroom in order to improve learners' speaking competence, especially the communicative ability. While the learners are engaging in the activities, it is attainable for the teacher to assess whether the learners achieve the objectives or not as well as evaluate each student's speaking competence.
With reference to Manes’s idea (1983), Chou and Yen-Lin assume that engaging learners in speaking can be reached by giving certain materials especially about the cultural values. The reason will be there must be compliments from the learners towards their different arguments about it. Further, unconsciously they will be involved in the situation where they have to be communicatively expressing their thought. Related somewhat Grave’s statement, the researcher thinks that it is necessary to facilitate the learners participating in the class where some o them are presenting their opinions about the culture in group discussion while others are listening to what they are exploring.
Furthermore, Samovar (1981, p. 36-37) states that communication is cultural. The ways in which we communicate, the circumstances of our communication, the language and the language style we use, and our nonverbal behaviors are all primarily a response to and a function of our culture. Then the concepts of culture which are complex, abstract, and pervasive help to determine communicative behavior that influences on communication.
Besides, as Lewald (1968, p. 302) properly points out, this believe is unwarranted. Unless the student is learning the language in the target culture, the cultural referents necessary to understanding a native speaker must be learned in addition.
 In addition, Seelye (1991, p. 25) stated that the enlightened teaching of selected cultural elements can help prepare a student both to understand and enjoy a native speaker. In short, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the study of language cannot be divorced from the study of culture, and vice versa


B.	Pertinent Related With Study
1.	Concept of Culture
Culture has many definitions, and it affects everything people do in their society because of their ideas, values, attitudes, and normative or expected patterns of behavior. Culture is not genetically inherited, and cannot exist on its own, but is always shared by members of a society, Hall (1976, p. 16). Hofstede (1980, p. 21-23) defined culture as “the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group from another”, which is passed from generation to generation, it is changing all the time because each generation adds something of its own before passing it on. It is usual that one’s culture is taken for granted and assumed to be correct because it is the only one, or at least the first, to be learned.
Furthermore, Matsumoto (2000, p. 24) defined culture as "a dynamic system of rules-explicit and implicit-established by groups in order to ensure their survival, involving attitudes, values, beliefs, norms, and behaviours, shared by a group but harboured differently by each specific unit within the group, communicated across generations, relatively stable but with the potential to change across time."
In addition, Seelye (1991) “culture has been defined almost exclusively in terms of the fine arts, geography, and history”. Moreover, Hudson (1980) stated that culture refers to some properly of a community especially those which might distinguish it from other communities. Furthermore, Samovar (1981) defined culture is the basis of the structure, stability, and security that both individuals and a society must possess if they are to maintain themselves. 
Then, Hoftsede (2010, p. 7) stated that in social anthropology, culture is a catchword for all those patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting referred to in the previous paragraphs. Not only activities supposed to refine the mind are included, but also the ordinary and menial things in life: greeting, eating, showing or not showing feelings, keeping a certain physical distance from others, making love, and maintaining body hygiene.
1.1	5 dimensions of culture by Hofstede
1.1.1	Power distance









-	Type of management structure
-	 Decision process






”Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose; everyone is expected to look after himself and his immediate family”
“Collectivism pertains to societies in which people from birth onwards are integrated into strong cohesive in groups, which throughout people’s lifetime continue to protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty.”
                                                                
G. Hofstede (2010)
	












Feminine: focus on - work to live, quality of life, relationships…
Masculine: focus on - live to work, material success, money…
G. Hofstede (2010)







-	Masculine societies will value:
	 competition, speed, strength and wealth
	 promotion
	 emphasis on individual responsibility
	 open & hard conflicts
-	 Feminine societies will value:
	 equality, security, peace and nature
	 cooperation, work conditions
	 emphasis on collective responsibility
	 conflict management through discussions

2.1.4	Uncertainty avoidance










	 few guidelines, few rules
	 relativist attitude
	 risk taking, initiative
-	High
	 strict guidelines, a lot of rules, process
	 need for an absolute truth
	 employment stability




2.1.4	Short and Long term orientation
SHORT TERM ORIENTATION	LONG TERM ORIENTATION
Social pressure toward spending	Thrift, being sparing with resources
Efforts should produce quick results.	Perseverance, sustained effortstoward slow results
Concern with social and statusobligations	Willingness to subordinate oneself fora purpose
Concern with “face”	Having a sense of shame
Respect for traditions	Respect for circumstances
Concern with personal stability	Concern with personal addictiveness
Marriage is a moral arrangement.	Marriage is a pragmatic arrangement
Living with in-laws is a source oftrouble.	Living with in-laws is normal.
Young women associate affectionwith a boyfriend.	Young women associate affectionwith a husband.
Humility is for women only.	Humility is for both men and women.
Old age is an unhappy period, but itstarts late.	Old age is a happy period, and itstarts early.
Preschool children can be cared forby others.	Mothers should have time for theirpreschool children.
Children get gifts for fun and love.	Children get gifts for education anddevelopment.

From the five dimensions of culture above, the researcher tries to find which dimension that will be used on the speaking class.
2.	Concept of interference
Cultural interference was a fundamental part of how the students make the decision and the actions of themselves. The beliefs and the values held by their parents and societies, as a result of their life experiences, combined to help form the values and the belief systems of making opinion in their utterances.
Interference is thus a procedure emerging in the environment of contacts, one where transfer has taken place. Interference may take place with only one part of the target culture; it may then proceed to other parts. According to Lomicka (2006, p. 212) stated that:
 “the act of knowing the other and the other’s culture is inextricably linked to language competence. Both the ability to communicate by the appropriate use of language and by the awareness of the specific meanings, along with the values and connotations of language are involved in this act” 
That is, as she further explains, awareness of meanings, connotations, and values can be approached through a cyclical process that Liddicoat (2003) describes in terms of input, noticing, reflection, and output. “Noticing” is especially important in intercultural learning, along with reflection and discussion.
Interference is also called language transfer or cross-linguistic influence, though these terms refer to a broader phenomenon and are often used interchangeably. As Odlin (2005) explains, transfer suggests a practice in which some kind of influence is essential for it to happen.
3.	Concept of Speaking
Penny (1988, p. 6) defines that speaking is the use of the structure to convey meaning in speech.   Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves producing and receiving and processing information. Brown (1995) stated that form and meaning are dependent on the context in which it occurs, including the participants themselves, their collective experiences, the physical environment, and the purposes for speaking. It is often spontaneous, open-ended, and devolving. Speaking requires that learners not only know how to produce specific points of language such as grammar, pronunciation, or vocabulary (linguistic competence), but also that they understand when, why, and in what ways to produce language (sociolinguistic competence). Finally, speech has own skills, structures and conventions different from written language.
3.1	Components of speaking
3.1.1	Accuracy
Brown (2001, p. 268) argues that accuracy is achieved to some extent by allowing learners to focus on the element of phonology, grammar, and discourse in their spoken output. In teaching English speaking, the teacher has to explain to the learners to speak accurately (clear, articulate, grammatically, and phonologically correct) language and fluent (flowing and natural) language. The components of accuracy include pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar.
a.	Pronunciation
	Talking about oral language, which is used in conversational exchanges, pronunciation influences all words used within it. Good pronunciation will guide everyone to communicate well. Pronunciation involves far more than individual sounds.  Pronunciation involves too many complexities for learners to strive for a complete elimination of accent, but improving pronunciation will boost self-esteem, facilitate communication, and possibly lead to a better job or a least most respect in the workplace. Effective communication is the greatest importance, so choose first to work on problems that significantly hinder communication.
	Heaton (1991) confirms that it is possible for people to produce practically all the correct sounds but still be unable to communicate their ideas appropriately and effectively. On the other hand, people can make numerous errors in both phonological and syntax and yet expressing themselves fairly clearly.
	According to Yapping in Rosmiaty (2012), there are three kinds of pronunciation namely native pronunciation, native like pronunciation and non-native like pronunciation.
a)	Native pronunciation. Native pronunciation is the way in expressing words by native speaker. The style of his pronunciation is a typical one that is difficult to non-native to do the same thing.
b)	Native like pronunciation. Native like pronunciation is the way expressing words by non-native but sounds like a native one, the style of his pronunciation usually found in the countries where English is taught and learned as a second language.
c)	Non-native like pronunciation.  Non-native like pronunciation is all English learners in countries where English is used as a foreign language. The learners of the language find that it is very difficult to use a non-native like pronunciation. They use the non-native pronunciation means they use their own ability to pronounce the words as it are. It also happens in some countries in Asia.
Harmer (1991) states that the people have looked what native speakers of language actually know about the language. It is commonly understood that competent users of language know how to use the language (who include native and non-native speaker). They also know how to recognize and produce a range of pronunciation (sounds), know where to place the stress in word and phrase and know what different intonation tunes mean and how in order that the learners can imitate their teacher in any teaching and learning process. However, they cannot expect the learners to sound exactly like an American or Britain and the teachers introduce the activities will be done in order to give them opportunities to make a lot of repetitions. In addition, the teachers look at the need to teach learners how to produce and recognize the pronunciation, stress, and intonation of the language. Hammer argues that for many people the goal of native speaker pronunciation was not important but to communicative efficiency. The people emphasize the importance of listening as way to acquiring pronunciation.
Siahpoosh (2008) states that the pronunciation class was one that gave primary attention to phones and their meaningful contrasts, environmental allophonic variations, and combinatory phonotactic rules, along with attention to stress, rhythm, and intonation. During the late 1960’s and the 1970’s questions were asked about the role of pronunciation in the ESL/EFL curriculum whether the focus of the program and the instructional methods were effective or not. Pronunciation programs until then were viewed as a meaningless no communicative drill-and-exercise gambits.
Regarding with the explanations above, it can be said that pronunciation refers to the way of person pronounces all the words in speaking.

b. Vocabulary
	One of the important things that should be mastered in learning language is vocabulary. Because it brings the learners to be able to communicate with others toward their ideas, thoughts, feelings or imagination whether it is in a spoken or in a written way.
	Brown (2001) confirms that vocabulary consists of the words that is used when you speak or write and the words that you understand when listen or read. Further, Good (1973, p. 644) defines that vocabulary is words have meaning heard or seen but not produced by individual himself to communicate with others. In addition, Hornby (1995, p. 131) in Advance Learners Dictionary of Current English says that vocabulary is (1) all the words that a person knows and uses, (2) all the words in a particular language, (3) the words that people use when they are talking, (4) a list of words with their meaning, especially in a book for learning a foreign language. Regarding with the statement above, it can be concluded that vocabulary is all the words in the broadest senses used in the language skills (listening, reading, writing, and speaking). It has meaning based on the contest and it is as the stock of words used by the language users.
c.	Grammar
Grammar is one of the major language components. Yule (2013) stated that grammar is a form of internal, linguistic knowledge, with operates in the production and recognition of appropriately structured expression in that language. Further, Ur (1996) confirmed that grammar is the way words are put together to make correct sentences. It pertains to sentence and word. It figures the categories such as noun subject, imperative clause, and so on. Grammar is a field of linguistic that involves all the various things that make up the rules of language. 
Moreover, Lado in Helmi (2013) stated that there is no language without grammar, and none can be mastered without grammatical assimilation we often presuppose that speaking communicatively does not require grammar. However, we sometimes do not realize that by ignoring grammar we can misunderstand which may not be bad in a relax conversation, but it can really have serious effects on a formal conversation.
In addition, James R. Harford in Rosmiaty (2012) stated that the grammar of language is a conventional system of rules for making and putting together the expression that belongs to the language. The sentences and phrases put together by these rules are grammatical in the language concerned. In a slightly wider sense, the grammars of language include the system of connection between grammatical expressions and their meaning and uses.
From the description above, the researcher concluded that grammar is arranging word per word into sentence by using correct from and having a complete meaning that makes easier an understanding not only in written language but also in spoken language
3.1.2	Fluency
Longman Dictionary (2001, p. 541) defines that fluency as “mode expressing thought in a language, whether oral or written, especially such use of a language in the expression of thought as exhibits the spirit and faculty of an artist, choice or arrangement of words in discourse, rhetorical expression”.
In Oxford (1995) fluency is the quality or condition of being fluent. Besides, the four elements above, the other things that someone uses in processing information are an idea, the conventional relation between idea and words, the connecting moving way of articulation and words and the functional articulation. The four factors above have to exist, if they are not, the strangers of language will happen.
Further, according to Bryne in Akhmad (2007) the main goal in teaching the productive skill of speaking will be oral fluency. Fluency as a part of speaking indicates how well or how smooth a speaker expresses ideas in terms of sentences. Fluency in speaking is the quality of being fluent and it needs the intensity or practices, talent, habit and proper speech.
Perfect fluency will be identified by limited pause of utterance. Speaker with imperfect fluency will stop and start to talk in uttering the sentences. Refers to the typical speaking, the more pauses subject performs a speech the more indicates that he has poor fluency in uttering sentences in terms of explaining the information within. In this regard, when student performs speech, he might think for a while to find the other words to continue the whole explanation to get the information clear.
3.1.3	Comprehensibility
Comprehensibility is the power of understanding an exercised aimed at improving or testing ones understanding of a language in written or spoken (Hornby, 1984). Moreover, it defines as the ability to understand completely and be aware of understanding whatever said by speaker or toward the topics that are discussed during having conversation.
Comprehension is one of many components that should be paid attention to increase learners’ speaking ability in order to speak better. There are pronunciation, structure, vocabulary and fluency. Yet, speaking means making up a language in ordinary way that involving those components.
























A.	Design of the Research
In this research, qualitative was used to describe what kinds of cultural dimensions in cultural interference and the effect of it in the speaking class. The data was collected by observing, interviewing, and recording.
B.	Operation Definition of Terms
Culture refers to the mechanism that allows someone to choose an attitude, an interpretation when faces the problem. It is also as represented mental conceptualization that assists someone in making judgment and in preparing to act. The culture is determinant for the way we communicate, even if this thing is often hidden. A better understanding of culture’s influence on the communication between people could be essential when we work and become of a global organization. It’s important to examine what culture means, and study the cultural barriers that may interfere during the process of communication.  The understanding of the way cultural differences affect the communication between individuals and groups that belong to different zones and cultures, including communication inside an international organization, could be facilitate studying and referring to the theories concerning cultural differences. The researcher tries to find out the cultural interference which is represented by the cultural dimensions used by the students in English speaking class.
Speaking is the way of someone delivering information to others which aims to interact with them. Speaking ability is indicated by the use of speaker utterances found in the conversational exchanges which is restricted in the components of speaking accuracy that covers acceptable pronunciation, appropriate vocabulary, and correct grammar, speaking fluency that covers an effort with a fairly wide range of expression, and speaking comprehensibility that covers easy for listener to understand the speakers’ intention and general meaning. Further, students’ speaking ability was operationalized as the analysis of the language used that was observed in the audio and video recording. Hence, the researcher identified and analyzed the part of speaking ability in terms of currency.
C.	Site and Participant of the Research
This research was conducted in State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar. This university is located in Samata, Gowa regency. The university has five classes of English department. Each class consisted of 32 students.
The participants of this research were purposefully selected. The participants were students of English Education Department. The students were chosen due to their cultural dimension in speaking class. The researcher used focus group interview as stated by Gay, Mills and Airasian (2006, p. 419), participant may be interviewed individually or groups. There were 15 students chosen purposively to be interviewed and taught to know their cultural dimensions in speaking class.
D.	Procedure of Data Collection
1.	Instrument of the Research
The goal of this research was to find out the kinds of cultural dimensions used in students’ speaking class in order to know the effect of it on students’ speaking ability supported by the book of Impact Values. Hence, the instrument used was video recorder to record the students while speaking and interview.
2.	Procedure of Collecting Data
a.	Interview
The interview was made directly after the observation. The interview was recorded and the transcribed. In this research the researcher used semi structured interview. (Gay, Mills and Airasian 2006, p. 414) stated that semi structured interview combines both structured and unstructured approaches. Unstructured interview is not to get answers to predetermined questions, but rather to find out where the participants are coming from and what they have experienced while structured interviewed. The researcher had a specified a set of questions that elicit specific information from participants. It allows the qualitative researcher to ask all of the participants the same series of questions. The questions that were asked to the students dealt with the culture. 

b.	Classroom Recording
	The first step was the researcher recorded the classroom interaction process by handy cam or using mobile phone. It had been done for four meetings.
	The next step was transcribing each recording that had been taken.
	After transcribing the recordings, the researcher organized the data which ones were suitable with the research.
	The next step was categorizing the data which was including the cultural dimensions.
	After categorizing, the researcher analyzed the data by using discourse analysis.
	The last step was reporting the data that had been analyzed through the narrative form.
However the researcher still kept in touch with them, regarding the researcher was also teaching in that department. For qualitative researchers must also remain vigilant to their responsibility to obtain ongoing informed consent from participants and to ensure their ethical treatment (Gay, Mills, and Airasian, 2006; Moleong, 2006, p. 402)


G. Technique of Data Analysis
The data was interpreted and related to the review of literature and previous related research finding. The method of the analysis used was discourse analysis. It is based on what Bailey (1991) said that in the classroom research, discourse analysis means the analysis of spoken language used by the teacher and the pupils. However, not everything that happened in the classes was analyzed. The researcher only analyzed the students’ utterances to find out the kinds cultural dimensions used by the students. The researcher divided this qualitative analysis into four principles to analyze and construct the data systematically.
1.	Organizing the data. It was done to identify and select the relevant data which is suitable with this research. After that, the researcher will not only collect the data, but also listen carefully to the communication happened in the interview process many times in order to get the conversation clearly.
2.	Categorizing the data. It was done to categorize the data into some kinds of cultural dimensions. As mentioned before, that kinds of cultural dimensions are Power Distance, Collectivist/Individualist, Masculine/Feminine, Uncertainty Avoidance, and Long/Short Term Orientation. The researcher listened the recording many times and transcribed it. 
3.	Analyzing and interpreting the data. It was done to analyze the data inductively. The researcher analyzed the students’ utterances not only when they were answering the interview questions but also when they were giving opinion about the topics given by the lecturer. Then, the researcher analyzed the kinds of cultural dimensions appeared in their speaking class. In addition, the next step will be providing the interpretation of the data collected.





This chapter describes the findings of the research and their discussions. In addition, the finding of the research presents the disclosure of the result of data collected toward the kinds of cultural dimension used by the students in the English speaking class.
A.	Findings
The findings that the researcher encompasses in this chapter are based on the data collected from the observation. The students’ utterances or speech during the observation and interview were transcribed by the researcher as source of the data.
However, in categorizing dimension, the researcher provided the key differences of each culture dimension. The key differences were used to analyze which dimension used based on the transcripts. Moreover, the researcher put some extracts in each dimension which was present on the transcripts.
The transcripts of each dimension can be seen from the tables as follows:
1. High and Low Power Distance
Key differences between High and Low Power Distance in general norm, family, and school
High Power Distance	Low Power Distance
Inequalities among people are expected and desired	Inequalities among people should be minimized
Status should be balanced with restraint	Social relationship should be handled with care
Less powerful people  should be dependent	Less powerful people and more powerful people should be interdependent
Parents teach children obedience	Parents treat children as equals
Respect for parents and older relatives is a basic and lifelong virtue	Children treat parents and older relatives as equals
Students give teachers respect, even outside class	Students treat teachers as equals
Teacher should take all initiatives in  class	Teachers expect initiatives from students in class
Teachers are gurus who transfer personal wisdom	Teachers are expert who transfer impersonal truths
Quality of learning depends on excellence of the teacher	Quality of learning depends on two-way communication and excellence of students

























The extract above shows that the Power Distance used by the students was High Power Dimension. Key appeared on this extract was the teacher should take all initiatives in the class. However, the initiative used by the teacher was guiding the students to make the point of what they were saying. It can be seen from the transcript; “which one is commonly used in your family?”, it was used by the teacher when the learner was talking about two languages and actually the case was he was asked to answer what language he used in his family. Other transcript was “that’s Indonesian language or Mandaris. What the most language that you always use in your family, Indonesian or Mandaris?”, it shows the same case with the first transcript but the teacher used the different question. Then another one was, “so Indonesian as your primary language in your family?”, it was asked to emphasize whether Indonesian was going to be the first language used on that family or not. 










Extract 4 shows the key of respecting for parents and older relatives which is a basic and lifelong virtue.  It can be seen from the transcript; “every single day my uncle and my father are always remembering me to pray and everything about religion”. When the learner told about his relatives who always asked him to pray, even though he felt annoyed, he still obeyed it. Another key was parents teach children obedience. “I know it’s important to my family is my religion”, in this transcript, the learner should be told by his parents that religion is the most important thing in his family. It defines that he must obey his parents since the first he got the family education about religion.
From the description above, the researcher considered that between two Power Distances, mostly the students were categorized as the persons who had the High Power Distance.
2.Collectivist and Individualists
Key differences between Collectivist and Individualist in general norm, family, and school
Collectivist	Individualist
Children learn to think in terms of “We”	Children learn to think in terms of “I”
Use the word “I” is avoided	Use the word “I” is encourage
Harmony should be always maintained and direct confrontations avoided	Speaking one’s mind is a characteristic of an honest person
Friendship are predetermined	Friendships are voluntary and should be fostered
Adult children live with parents	Adult children leave the parental home
High context communication prevails	Low context communication prevails






































































































Based on the extract above, it shows the individualist dimension because the students conveyed their opinion. Beside that, some of them also tried to give a solution as their conclusion about something. It shows that they were able to develop their own opinion. Hence, the researcher assumed that the students were included as a society with Collectivist and individualist Dimension. But mostly, the students tend to be a collectivist society. It was because of regarding that the students always think that they are a part of a group. However, as the fact of being the collectivist society, the students could develop their opinion. Indeed, they also showed their individualist dimension.
3.	Feminine and Masculine
Key differences between Feminine and Masculine in societies
Feminine	Masculine
Being responsible, decisive, ambitious, caring, gentle is for women and men alike	Being responsible, decisive and ambitious is for men; being caring and gentle is for women. 
Girls don’t cheer for boys	Women’s ambition is channeled toward men’s success




































	It can be seen from the extract that the students’ utterances show the Feminine dimension. The key appeared is caring is for women and men alike. It is showed on when student said “Phill doesn’t want to Michele get hurt”. And other utterances also showed the Feminine dimension.
4.	Strong and Weak Uncertainty Avoidance
Key differences between Strong and Weak Uncertainty Avoidance in general norm, family, and school.
Strong Uncertainty Avoidance	Weak Uncertainty Avoidance
High stress and low anxiety	Low stress and low anxiety
What is different is dangerous	What is different is curious
Students are comfortable in structured learning situation and concern with the right answers	Students are comfortable with open-ended learning situation and concerned with good discussion.
Teachers are supposed to have all the answers	Teachers may say, “I don’t know”
Teachers inform parents	Teachers involve parents






















However on the extract above shows the Weak Uncertainty Avoidance with different keys. The first student who said ‘I think it’s ok for me because I like someone who use piercing. Why because yesterday I saw Hindi movie and I like someone who is piercing in the nose. It’s for me, it’s so beautiful’ refers to the key what is different is curious. It is because even Hindi style is different from Indonesian style, she was still curious about that and didn’t think about the danger of piercing. The second utterance also shows the Weak Uncertainty Avoidance, the key appeared is low stress and low anxiety.   On the transcript ‘I just want to show to the world because I’m the one of …, every child in this world have a broken family. Oh my god, I’m not sharing the bullshit story but this is the story of my life. I just want to show to the world this is me’ proves that he had low stress even when he was in broken family. In fact he wanted to show that he would be fine with that.
Moreover, while teaching in the class, the teacher saw that the students were enjoy learning. In other words, they showed low stress and low anxiety by laughing each other when some of their friends speaking funnily. Besides, if one of them couldn’t answer properly, he seemed not to be stress and tried to ask their friends what to say. Further, the students were comfortable with open-ended question where they had many possible answers. From the descriptions, it indicates the use of Weak Uncertainty Avoidance dimension by the students in the speaking class. 


5.	Long and Short Term Orientation
Key differences between Short and Long Term Orientation in general norm, family, and school.
Short-Term Orientation	Long-Term Orientation
Concern with social and status orientation	Willingness to subordinate oneself for a purpose
Respect for traditions	Respect for circumstances
Humility is for women only	Humility is for both men and women
Proud of my country	Learn from other countries
Students attribute success and failure to luck	Students attribute success to effort and failure to lack of it.






















































































































This extract also shows the Long Term Orientation. The key appeared is students attribute success to effort and failure to lack of it. From the transcripts shown, it can be concluded that the students make an effort to get their own idea and dream. But the first effort that they want to have is being educated person. With this, they will be easy to get what they expect.
B.	Discussion
This research focuses on the kinds of cultural dimensions used by the students in English speaking class of State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar in South Sulawesi. The discussion is based on the presented data on the previous five cultural dimensions this chapter. The data showed that in the English speaking class, the students used five cultural dimensions; High/Low Power Distance, Collectivist/Individualist, Femininity/Masculinity, Strong/Weak Uncertainty Avoidance, and Short/Long Term Orientation.
1.	High and Low Power Distances
The extent to which people of different status, power or authority should behave toward each other as equals or un-equals is referred to as power distance (Achua & Lussier, 2010).
Based on the findings, the researcher found the students were categorized in the High Power Distance situation. The transcripts refer to key the respects for the parents. Children are expected to be obedient toward their parents. This is in line with Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 67) stated that: Sometimes there is even an order of authority among the children themselves, with younger children being expected to yield to older children. Independent behavior on the part of a child is not encouraged. Respect for parents and other elders is considered a basic virtue; children see others showing such respect and soon acquire it themselves. Obey to the parent. Moreover, As a child, we are told what is an appropriate behaviour: we learn whether “it was good or bad to ask questions, to speak up, to fight, to cry, to work hard, to lie, to be impolite” Hofstede (2010, p. 11).
Furthermore, in the teaching and learning class, the teacher always took the initiatives by giving directions in catechizing. It can be seen from the transcripts “and it’s also the same with you S?”, The teacher asked this question regarding that almost the students had the same answer. Then, when the teacher said “but I think u grow well”, it implied that the teacher needed more explanation from the leaner who had different answer from other. Still looking for any information, the teacher responded his explanation then asked him “you are not crying? but I see. No no don’t cry baby. Great family, do you have any brothers and sisters?”. This initiative was done for involving the students speaking in order to gather information from students’ explanation. The parent-child inequality is perpetuated by a teacher-student inequality that caters to the need for dependence well established in the student’s mind. Teachers are treated with respect or even fear (and older teachers even more so than younger ones); students may have to stand when they enter. Give teacher respect, Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 69). This is also in line with Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 69) that stated that the educational process is teacher centered; teachers outline the intellectual paths to be followed. In the classroom there is supposed to be a strict order, with the teacher initiating all communication. Students in class speak up only when invited to; teachers are never publicly contradicted or criticized and are treated with deference even outside school teacher takes all the initiative.
In an organization with a high power-distance culture, the leader is the primary decision maker while in a low power-distance culture, decision making is a group-oriented and participative activity (Van Dier Vegt, Van De Villert, Huang,2005; Hacket & Liang, 2007, as cited in Achua & Lussier, 2010).
2.	Collectivist and individualist
In the findings, the researcher found that the some students used the collectivist dimension and some used the individualist dimension. Form extract 5 – 8, the utterances revealed the collectivist dimension with key children learn to think in terms of “We”. The transcripts show the collectivist dimension where the students considered the one as part of “we”. It can be seen from the transcripts that even when the students were asked to give their opinion about their own personal, they still used to regarded themselves take responsibility as a whole family. it refers to what Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 91) stated that 
“family” within which the child grows up consists of a number of people living closely together: not just the parents and other children but also, for example, grandparents, uncles, aunts, servants, or other housemates. This is known in cultural anthropology as the extended family. When children grow up, they learn to think of themselves as part of a “we” group, a relationship that is not voluntary but is instead given by nature.
The quotation above implies that indeed the students who were brought up from an extended family will tend to bring their family member as a part of who they are to be. In this way, individual answers become group answers, and those who speak up do so in the name of their group. Often in subsequent exercises the students will spontaneously rotate the spokesperson role, Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 181). Collectivist societies maintain extended family links, and the center of authority could very well be the grandfather as long as he is still alive, with the father as a model of obedience,  Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 153)
In addition, Galvin and Brommel (1991) point Out: "We are born into a family, mature in a family, form new families. and leave them at death" (p. 1). Further, Samovar assumed that in most cultures, the group be it family, work or social, is superior to the individual. This orientation is expressed frequently as collective responsibility. In this situation individuals owe primary allegiance may require the sacrifice of individuality to the benefit. From this statement, it can be concluded that the students are mostly being the members of this culture.
However, form extract 9 – 11, the utterances revealed the individualist dimension. One transcript displayed It shows the student was developing his ideas in giving opinion based on their experience or own understanding. It is supported by (Kashima & Kashima, 1997, 1998), individualist cultures have languages that require the use of "I" and "you" English is a good example. It would be difficult to write a letter in English without the use of these words. Individualists are very positive about "me" and "we," whereas collectivists are sometimes ambivalent about "me" but very positive about "we."
3.	Femininity and Masculinity
In the findings, the researcher also found the Masculinity-femininity dimension in the speaking class. The masculinity was showed on the extract 1 and extract 12 – 14 showed the femininity. However, as a result, it was found that masculinity dimension was mostly appeared within it. On the transcripts shows that almost the students have the leader on their family, their father. For them, father has an image as the one in the family who controls the situations. Handling the hard thing on his family especially earning money is going to be his responsibility. This is in line with Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 153) stated that  it explains male-dominated societies and most women want the male dominance. In more masculine cultures, the strict role division between a father who earns the family income and a mother who handles the household is relatively more common.
A society is called masculine when emotional gender roles are clearly distinct: men are supposed to be assertive, tough, and focused on material success, whereas women are supposed to be more modest, tender, and concerned with the quality of life. A society is called feminine when emotional gender roles overlap: both men and women are supposed to be modest, tender, and concerned with the quality of life,  Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 140).
Although male domination is universal, MacKinnon (1987) believes, it is also shaped by contemporary society: “women are the property that constitutes the personhood, the masculinity, of men under capitalism” (p. 159). 
“Revolutionary feminism is not anti-male,” she claims, but rather seeks the full development of all individuals (p. 63). She thinks feminism can help both men and women attain the “capacity to be holistic. . . . Rather than defining manhood in relation to sexuality, we would acknowledge it in relation to biology: boys become men, girls women, with the understanding that both categories are synonymous with selfhood” (p. 69).
Sedgwick claims that masculinity and femininity are not opposite ends of the same continuum but rather “orthogonal to each other”; that is, independent variables in “perpendicular dimensions” so that a person could be high or low in both scales at once (p. 15).
The movement for women’s equality has been one of the most successful social movements of the past century, despite the varying oppressions still suffered by women around the globe. Feminist theories have been shaped by women’s changing place in contemporary societies, and these theories have sometimes proved effective in changing both men’s and women’s consciousness and conditions.


4.	Strong and Weak Uncertainty Avoidance
Uncertainty Avoidance can be defined as the extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or unknown situations. Hofstede (2005) stated that uncertainty avoidance deals with a society’s tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity; it ultimately refers to humankinds search for Truth. It indicates to what extent a culture compels its members to feel either uncomfortable or comfortable in unstructured situations. Unstructured situations are novel, unknown, surprising, and different from usual. Furthermore, the researcher found the existence of Strong and Weak Uncertainty Avoidance.  It can be seen in the first extract that propounded that plastic surgery is indeed different and it is dangerous. The reason why they thought that was dangerous because they didn’t have experiential belief toward the plastic surgery. They just have informational belief that guided them to have that point of view. It is supported by (Hofstede, 2010 : 201) stated that “Children in these societies are more likely to learn that the world is a hostile place and are more likely to be protected from experiencing unknown situations”. High Uncertainty Avoidance cultures try to minimize the unstructured conditions and situations by strict laws and rules, safety and security measures, and on the philosophical and religious level, by a belief in absolute Truth; ‘there can only be one Truth and we have it’. However a little bit Weak Uncertainty Avoidance dimension appeared among them. The researcher found that the students had low stress when teaching and learning process were running. What they did was enjoying the subject by giving initiatives to the teacher and they just followed the models given by the teacher. It is also supported by (Hofstede, 2010, p. 201) In these societies rules are more flexible, superegos are weaker, the world is pictured as basically benevolent, and experiencing novel situations is encouraged.
5.	Short and Long Term Orientation
Another dimension found by the researcher was Long-Short Term Orientation. The extract 17 - 22 showed the Short term Orientation. Even though they don’t know well the concrete meaning of what they are doing on their tradition, they just still believe it. It is because the information about the tradition is coming from not only from their family but also from their society. The transcripts show Short Term Orientation dimension because it was suitable with the key provided. Further it was supported by (Hofstede and Winkov 2010) who stated that Children growing up in a low-LTO culture experience two sets of norms. One is toward respecting “musts”: traditions, face-saving, being seen as a stable individual, respecting the social codes of marriage even if love has gone, and reciprocation of greetings, favors, and gifts as a social ritual. It is supported by (Samovar, Porter, and Stefani, 1998) that identify five such similarities. Rituals are the third similarity. They are practices required of the membership or acts that are forbidden to the members. These acts embody humility, restraint, and awareness, behaviors of great significance. In addition, (Samovar, Porter and Stefani, 1998) offer a more inclusive view in their definition: "Worldview is culture's orientation toward God, humanity, nature, questions of existence, the universe and cosmos, life, death, sickness, and other philosophical issues that influence how its members see the world."
Klopf (1998) also offers an inclusive perspective that relates to many fields of study. He perceives worldview as providing a frame of reference for understanding a culture's ways of perceiving, thinking, and speaking, it being a system of beliefs about the nature of the universe and its effects on the environment.
 Then Long Term Orientation was also appeared in students’ utterances. It can be seen in the extract 23 – 24. The extracts were showing the Long Term orientation with different keys. The extract 23 used the key respecting for the circumstances and the extract 24 used the key being the students who attribute success to effort and failure to lack of it. This is in line with Hofstede and Minkov (2010, p. 242) stated that the other is toward immediate need gratification, spending, and sensitivity to social trends in consumption (“keeping up with the Joneses”). There is a potential tension between these two sets of norms that leads to wide variety of individual behaviors.
Vertical cultures accept hierarchy as a given. People are different from each other. Hierarchy is a natural state. Those at the top "naturally" have more power and privileges than those at the bottom of the hierarchy. Horizontal cultures accept equality as a given. People are basically similar, and if one is to divide any resource it should be done equally (Triandis, 1995).
In active cultures individuals try to change the environment to fit them; in passive cultures people change themselves to fit into the environment (Diaz-Guerrero, 1979). The active cultures are more competitive, action-oriented, and emphasize self-fulfillment; the passive ones are more cooperative, emphasize the experience of living, and are especially concerned with getting along with others. In general, individualist cultures are more active than collectivist cultures, though the relationship between the two cultural syndromes is not strong.
From the explanations above, the researcher wish the two problems statements in this research can be answered. The first question is about the kinds of the cultural dimensions that were used in the English speaking class.  Based on the data observation found, The data showed that in the English speaking class, the students used five cultural dimensions; High/Low Power Distance, Collectivist/Individualist, Femininity/Masculinity, Strong/Weak Uncertainty Avoidance, and Short/Long Term Orientation. From all the cultural dimensions appeared in the class, the researcher be opting two dimensions to be used in the speaking class They are High/Low Power Distance and Collectivity/Individual dimensions.  The use of High/Low Power Distance is suitable with the situation in the class whether the teacher should take all the initiatives or the students themselves. When the teacher who takes the initiatives, it means he should provide everything that might be needed by the students. Differ from when the teacher does not take the initiatives, it means he expects that the students will make it such us to be more active to be involved in the class and they lead themselves. Further, this dimension gives guidance to teacher and students toward how to treat each other. It influences the teaching and learning of speaking class. Moreover, Collectivity/Individual dimension also is suitable used in speaking class. The reason is this dimension shows the way the students present their opinion. In short, those dimensions are suitable be integrated in the speaking class.






This research reports the use of cultural dimensions in English speaking class by using discourse analysis approach. The aims from the research are to find out the kinds of cultural dimensions in English speaking class, and effect of cultural dimensions in EFL teaching.
From the result of the data analysis, it was found that there were five cultural dimensions used in the speaking class. the five cultural dimensions are High Power Dimension, Collectivist and Individualist, Femininity and Masculinity, Strong and Weak Uncertainty Avoidance, and Short and Long Term Orientation. But there are two cultural dimensions that are suitable used in the speaking class. The two cultural dimensions are Power Distance and Collectivist and Individualist Dimensions. The first is the use of High/Low Power Distance which is suitable with the situation in the class whether the teacher should take all the initiatives or the students themselves. Collectivity/Individual dimension is suitable used in speaking class. The reason is this dimension shows the way the students present their opinion.
Based on the findings, the cultural dimensions highly influenced speaking in the class, it is because it was supported by using Impact Values book that has a lot of topics related to the culture.
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Types of Cultural Dimensions based on the Key Differences
1.	High Power Distance
No	L	Students’  and teacher Utterances
1	1	My father just reaches elementary school but my father always advises  me that education is important so you have to continue your study in the university so you are not being a foolish
	2	My father advises, I have to be more than my parents
	3	if I get piercing maybe my father will be angry
	4	we have learned from our parents we have taught that we have to believe with Allah SWT.
	5	I use computer rarely because I don’t have computer. If I have assignment I just lend my friend’s computer until it is finished
	6	actually in my family, we usually use Indonesian language but sometimes we use Buginise because I’m Buginise and my father, my mother, my family is Buginise. We speak English not all day but Sometimes.
	7	: we speak buginise  not all time, we speak Indonesian only sometimes 
	8	which one is commonly used in your family?
	9	that’s Indonesian language or Mandaris. What the most language that you always use in your family, Indonesian or Mandaris?
	10	so Indonesian as your primary language in your family?
	11	and it’s also the same with you S?
	12	but I think u grow well.
	13	you are not crying? but I see. No no don’t cry baby. Great family, do you have any brothers and sisters?
	14	every single day my uncle and my father are always remembering me to pray and everything about religion




2	1	actually in my family, we use two languages, the first is Indonesian language automatically, and the next is local language. But the most important in my family we use Indonesian language or we can say it’s Bahasa. We know in our country, our national language is Bahasa Indonesia. We just usually use local language in specially time. But in every time we just speak in Indonesian language.
	2	actually in my family, we usually use Indonesian language but sometimes we use Buginise because I’m Buginise and my father, my mother, my family is Buginise. We speak English not all day but Sometimes.
	3	we speak buginise  not all time, we speak Indonesian only sometimes 
	4	we will know what we must do for our life in the future and we know what is going on me or everyone.  From education we can get anything. Our expectation or everything so we can be success man in this world.
	5	With education we can show who we are, we can get money with education can many things
	6	We know that religion is our belief to Allah. So we know that religion can give the goodness to in our world and here after.
	7	we are as human don’t just need supply from physical
	8	we have to have
	9	From computer we can make our activity is easier
	10	Because actually we will make our wife to be the first
	11	And actually we don’t realize that there are many problem and thing that happen and we don’t wish it happen actually but it happens
	12	Without education we cannot looking for job, we cannot get salary. And then without education another people going to see at glance to us. Underestimate us.
	13	I think religion is the most important thing that we have to have. Everyone has to have religion. I just want to say religion is the way of life.




3	1	If someone being late, it will disturb the other people for example when we make a discussion or lecturer explain something to students and there is student come late, automatically the student will be disturb the process learning.
	2	I myself realize that, I always late, not always but usually I’m too difficult to change my habit also. So some parts of person have a characteristic of genetic
	3	But I have two perceptions the first is positive effect and the second is negative effect. The first positive effect we will think that another way to express ourselves why because from the piercing maybe some people or most people will say that we are wild people, wild boy or wild girl or naughty boy or naughty girl




	5	Well in any relationship we have to understand each other. because without understanding each other no relationship will last so if you want to keep your relationship
	6	I really agree with Amber’s opinion because I think if we love somebody, we have to prove our love for her
	7	I think I never think to have cosmetic surgery because cosmetic surgery just have negative effect
	8	And the next I’m agree with James’s statement said people who are lazy, yes because we should there is no excuse for being late
	9	if everyone in this world come earlier I mean there is no comes late if we go to school it will be so boring not interesting




4	1	my father works as a teacher my mother is a housewife so automatically my father holds the most status in my family
	2	my father works hard to find money to what is to income our family our life.
	3	my father holds the most status in my family because my father has a job then my mother does not have
	4	you need to let it go the piercing
	5	Phill want to look Michele to be good personality




5	1	So I can say that who holds the most status in my family is my grandmom,
	2	My mother is the one who holds the most status in my family because my mother work more time than my father
	3	my parents are together looking for money
	4	Phill want to look Michele to be good personality
	5	I think spouse have to share about anything with her or his husband or wife
	6	if you have a boy friend or girl friend, automatically she or he will think that it’s very bad.
	7	Phill want to look Michele be good personality




6.	Strong Uncertainty Avoidance 
No	L	Students’ Utterances
6	1	Because the cosmetic surgery will not the save of god
	2	But to be a good look you need, you don’t need to want the cosmetic surgery just be the way you are.
	3	why did they decide to use it? And as we know that someone people think that it really cool and so but I don’t think so, of course not
	4	piercing is not good for our body because it’s dangerous for our skin because actually it’s made from metal ingredients
	5	piecing is not good for our health because it’s so hard for our body.
	6	piercing makes someone look handsome, look cool and other but beside there are many negative effects




7	1	I think it’s ok for me because I like someone who use piercing. Why because yesterday I saw Hindi movie and I like someone who is piercing in the nose. It’s for me, it’s so beautiful




8	1	I know actually we are guide to our Allah SWT by preparing some food to for man or for women we call it as syukuran. So that we do this when have a good news, when we get good experience. We call it syukuran.
	2	in my culture, we usually, we eat ritual such as something like that barasanji and don’t know exactly what is the reason so many people do it but usually barasanji is used when we do before we have what is maulid also and other celebration.
	3	specific ritual or eating habit in my culture is it’s called cera’ manurung I really don’t know what is the purpose of that activity because it’s just aaaa, actually usually people in my place do that. We make this party before something happens or maybe worried about something that will happen mess with our society.
	4	Because everyone have rutinitas that different. So there are people always come late and there are people always on time
	5	Parents know everything about their children so they will raise and bring up the children better than other people or mother or father in law
	6	you just have to appreciate your couple habit and then the important thing in relationship is how to we can make our couple comfortable
	7	from true love will be better than before because from love. Actually from love
	8	being beautiful naturally is really for long term rather than doing the cosmetic surgery
	9	For me good look is not important but sometimes we have to good look like when we go to wedding party, to campus and formal agenda.
	10	Because some people look your characteristic from your style. Then what do you do to look good? I will do my best.
	11	I will be honest, good looks is important for me why because everyone on this earth will always like who the person with look good
	12	if you express yourself in another way or in a negative way just make your life really wild or bad because maybe everyone think that way is really bad
	13	I think it’s not really important to look good in our body but you only have to show your inner beauty. Of course we have to show good attitude in front of other people
	14	in our religion Islam the one who take the responsibility for the rest of the family is a father who he has to low card to make us can live peaceful and honor.
	15	we have knowledge; in the rule of Islam we don’t do that
	16	children brought up by same gender, parents will have many problems in the society. Yes especially in our environment. The couple with the same gender is really negative thinking because it is bad habit I think
	17	Because eating umba-umba maybe in south Sulawesi culture that means everything problem rises up and  you can get conclusion
	18	actually usually people in my place do that held that party before going to if anything big happen and maybe worried about something  that will happen mess with our society.
	19	because a husband has to spend less time with his computer and more time with his wife




	21	we know that women want to be understood and they will be very glad if their boy friend also loves their habit.




9	1	If they walk for holiday think the people thinking it’s nice and good, great.
	2	every people have their own interest have their own hobbies. So we can’t force them to lose their hobby
	3	It’s our privacy we want to make ourselves be comfortable so we cannot force other people to leave their interest to do something that make it comfortable
	4	Love is everything for something. Without love we can’t life happy.
	5	I think good looking is important but not really important because I think we don’t have to do everything to look good.
	6	without education we can’t live our life well we cannot even, I mean when  we don’t have education we cannot get success and nation never be developed without education.
	7	With education we can show who we are, we can get money with education can many things
	8	From education we can get anything. Our expectation or everything so we can get be success man in this world





Kinds of Cultural Dimensions
No	Students Utterances	Cultural Dimensions
		High/Low Power Distance	Collectivist/Individualist	Masculine/Feminine	Strong/weak uncertainty Avoidance	Long/Short term Orientation
1	actually in my family we use two languages, the first is Indonesian language automatically, and the next is local language. But the most important in my family we use Indonesian language or we can say it’s bahasa. We know, we know in our country, our national language is bahasa. Local language we just usually, iiih we usually we speak local language in specially time. But in every time we just speak in bahasa. Indonesian language.		√			
2	we usually use Indonesian language but sometimes we use buginise because I’m buginise and my father, my mother, my family is all of them is buginise. We speak English not all day.		√			
3	we speak buginise  not all time, we speak Indonesian only sometimes		√			
4	yeah, my father of course because we know		√			
5	my father works hard to find money to what is to income our family our life.			√		
6	in our religion Islam the one who takes the responsibility for the rest of the family is a father who has to low card to make us can live peaceful and honor					√
7	my father works as a teacher my mother is a housewife so automatically my father holds the most status in my family			√		
8	So I can say that who holds the most status in my family is my grandmom, my grandmom always teach me where is the goodness and everything.			√		
9	because I just want to show to the world because I’m the one of …, every child in this world have a broken family. Oh my god, I’m not sharing bullshit story but this is the story of my life. I just want to show to the world this is me				√	
10	From education we can get anything. Our expectation or everything so we can get be success man in this world.					√
11	With education we can show who we are, we can get money with education can many thing. There are many things that’s important with education.					√
12	without education we can’t live our life well we cannot even,, I mean when  we don’t have education we cannot get success and nation never be developed without education.					√
13	Without education we cannot lookfor job, we cannot get salary. And then without education another people are going to see at glance to us. Underestimate us.		√			
14	So we know that religion can give the goodness to in our world and here after. I think like that		√			
15	It’s highly important because we are as human doesn’t just need supply from physical. Not just our physic that needs feed need food, but our, what is that our soul, our heart need supply to, needs food. So with religion we can feed our soul our mind so we can be a better person, we can live our life very well.		√			
16	why because my father actually is a religious man and my uncle is also religious man. Oh it makes me bored. Because why, in every time, every single day my uncle and my father are always remembering me to pray and everything about religion,	√				
17	“you are a women so you have to keep yourself , don’t get pregnant without married ”.				√	
18	we usually, we eat ritual such as something like that barasanji and don’t know exactly what is the reason so many people do it but usually barasanji is used when we do before we have what is maulid also and other celebration.					√
19	actually usually people in my place do that held that party before going to if anything big happen and maybe worried about something  that will happen mess with our society.					√
20	Because to eating umba-umba maybe in south Sulawesi culture that means everything your problem rose up you can get conclusion.					√
21	we eat kue lapis or lapis cake in south Sulawesi culture that means you have seven … to get everything is good or everything is success so in my culture if you eat that cake like umba-umba and kue lapis everything is gonna be ok, of course					√
22	I use Indonesian language sometimes we use Makassar		√			
23	my father is the person who holds the most status in my family because he give us money. He is the tulang punggung. Like that		√			
24	My mother is the one who holds the most status in my family because my mother work more time than my father. My mother spend much time to work everyday. 			√		
25	My father just reach elementary school but my father always advised me that education is important so you have to continue your study in the university so you don’t dibodoh-bodohi	√				
26	My father advises that  I have to be more than my parents.	√				
27	Education I can reach my ambition my dream. I have so many dreams and I believe with education I can reach I can achieve them.					√
28	we have learned from our parents we have taught that we have to believe with Allah SWT	√				
29	piercing is not good for our body because it’s dangerous for our skin because actually it’s made from metal ingredients.					√
30	if I get pierce maybe my father will be angry.	√				
31	I myself cannot imagine how bad I am if I piercing my body.					√
32	piecing is not good for our health because it’s so hard for our body.					√
33	I think it’s ok for me because I like someone to use piercing. Why because I see last day movie about india but I like someone to use piercing in the nose. It’s for me, it’s so beautiful.				√	
34	But I have two perceptions the first is positive effect and the second is negative effect. The first positive effect we will think that another way to express ourselves why because from the piercing maybe some people or most people will say that we are wild people, wild boy or wild girl or naughty boy or naughty girl. Because why piecing is about the attitude, maybe it is really familiar in front of me u have a piercing in your tongue because that’s liar or wild I don’t know why. And the negative effect why because you make hurt in your body because piercing is really hurting you. I think that’s all.		√			
35	piercing makes someone look handsome, look cool and other but beside there are many negative effects.					√
36	sorry mom, I don’t have any idea about it.		√			
37	we have knowledge, in the rule of islam we don’t do that.					√
38	I really agree with Amber’s opinion because I think if we love somebody, we have to prove our love for her		√			
39	And then in our life if we don’t change our body of our life then our life just so. And automatic there is nothing progress.					√
40	Well in any relationship we have to understand each other. because without understanding each other no relationship will last so if you want to keep your relationship, if you want to stay comfortable each other, just understand each other with your couple your partner.		√			
41	If they walk for holiday think the people thinking it’s nice and good, great.					√
42	Phill really love her girl friend he have to eee accept her girl friend the way she is and we have to express your life our life and our love like we want.					√

43	we know that women want to be understood and they will be very glad if their boy friend also love their habit					√
44	you just have to appreciate your couple habit and then the important thing in relationship is how to we can make our couple comfortable. We can appreciate each other and accept each other.					√
45	true love is deeper than physical beauty so you have to understand with your couple and don’t be over protective with your couple.					√
46	if we talk about love. If someone loves her so much it means that someone will accept the way she is and then eeeee before you love someone I believe that for the first step looking for eeee information about them. You looking for information about personal identity and then after that you have to accept it. Why because you yourself looking for ….and then if someone ask you to do something that she like it will be make difficulty in the relationship. And then one sentence that if we want to be different, do something different.		√			
47	you need to let it go the piercing			√		
48	if Michele really loves Phill she will stop wearing her piercing. First in any relationship you have to be understanding, the second if someone to eeee someone wanna eeee eeee be a good couple they have to be afraid the fashion			√		
49	we know that Phill don’t want to Michele got hurt			√		
50	Phill want to look Michele be good personality			√		
51	Michele concern about the fashion					√
52	if you express yourself in another way or in a negative way just make your life really wild or bad because maybe everyone think that way is really bad					√
53	if you have a boy friend or girl friend, automatically she or he will think that it’s very bad.			√		
54	If we want to be beautiful girl we can take another way that didn’t hurt your body.					√
55	Someone that use piercing maybe annoyed and dizzy.					√
56	why did they decide to use it? And as we know that someone people think that it really cool and so but I don’t think so, of course not. Do they think that they are beautiful? Do they think that they are great of course not				√	
57	I think good looks is important but not really important because I think we don’t have to do everything to look good. Just become the way you are.					√
58	because I think it’s not really important to look good in our body but you only have to show your inner beauty. Of course we have to show good attitude in front of other people.					√
59	I like the baby face and I also want to have face like baby					√
60	I will be honest, good looks is important for me why because everyone on this earth will always like who the person with look good.					√
61	But eeeee to be a good look you need, you don’t need to want the cosmetic surgery just be the way you are.				√	
62	Because some people look your characteristic from your style. Then what do you do to look good? I will do my best.					√
63	Because the cosmetic surgery will not the save of god				√	
64	For me good look is not important but sometimes we have to good look like when we go to wedding party, to campus and formal agenda.					√
65	Actually maybe five or ten years ago I ever think about this. Why because I know that the cosmetic surgery is good. It can be make us handsome of beautiful but it is just short term				√	
66	I think I never think to have cosmetic surgery because cosmetic surgery just have negative effect maybe at the first time in your plastic surgery you get the positive effect actually after that you will get negative effect.		√			
67	important than ever because if you do natural it’s really long term beautiful than you ever do the cosmetic surgery					√
68	I like my natural, it’s me.					√
69	from true love will be better than before because from love. Actually from love, we know it I think everything is gonna be changed. Because statement for their children with love and their children need love. They are adopted children they are need to give them love.					√
70	Parents know everything about their children so they will arise and brought up the children better than other people or mother or father in law. So that’s why it’s really important for children to be build up by their parents, by their birth parents.					√
71	children brought up by same gender, parents will have many problems in the society. Yes especially in our environment. The couple with the same gender is really negative thinking because it is bad habit I think. And the children brought up by the same gender parents, I think it’s really difficult to overcome the many problems in our environment. Because many people judge the children that brought up adopted from the same gender parents it’s negative. It’s bad I think, so the children is difficult to overcome that many people said about their parents’ actually . and even though their parent, his parent or her parents really loving her, really loving his but that children cannot that many people said that his parents is bad					√
72	Love is everything for something. Without love we can’t life happy. In this case, whatever couple parents will no become a problem in family. The important is happiness. Whatever the couple like man and man.					√
73	And the next I’m agree with James’s statement said people who are lazy, yes because we should there is no excuse for being late or we can do our exercise before last night maybe , maybe in the afternoon or maybe when we back to school or when we back from the college. Because if you come in university or school and you are being late, it makes you lazy and rude. I think.		√			
74	if everyone in this world come earlier I mean there is no comes late if we go to school it will be so boring not interesting. There is no colour in our life. There is no, I mean we do not try eee to be the best because there is no fight among us. So I think coming late is not totally bad think but makes a difference.		√			
75	There are some people that always be late everyone is different so just let it flow I mean differences make the world or our life is more interesting. So it’s ok just leave it and live your life and other people.		√			
76	Everyone has their right, so when they want to be late because of something but they didn’t mean to when they are late, even though they didn’t mean to wanna be late but they are late, it’s they must have a good reason for being late. And as we know that some people are late by nature.					√
77	And actually we don’t realize that there are many problem and thing that happen and we don’t wish it happen actually but it happens.		√			
78	I myself realize that, I always late, not always but usually I’m too difficult to change my habit also. So some parts of person have a characteristic of genetic. So if we always late or usually late long time ago I think there is most many effect to our personality so we  always late too for now and for the next time.		√			
79	I have to help my mother in my home or help my father in my home. Helping mother to clean the furniture, the dishes and so fort. And my father like I have to clean the motorcycle, wash the mirror		√			
80	If someone being late, it will disturb the other people for example when we make a discussion or lecturer explain something to students and there is student come late, automatically the student will be disturb the process learning. And then if the student was angry by their lecturer maybe the student will angry to their lecturer. And I think it will make the students become selfish. And in my mind, there is no excuse for being late.		√			
81	Because everyone have rutinitas that different. So there are people always come late and there are people always on time.					√
82	Because actually we will make the first to make first our wife.		√			
83	From computer we can make our activity is easier					
84	I use computer rarely because I don’t have computer. If I have assignment I just lend my friend’s computer and it has finished.	√				
85	every people have their own interest have their own hobbies. So we can’t force them to lose their hobby			√		
86	It’s our privacy we want to make ourselves be comfortable so we cannot force other people to leave their interest to do something that make it comfortable. It’s their interest, it’s their habit.			√		
87	A girl need more attention in order that their relationship will always keep.					√
88	because a husband have to spend less time with his computer and more time with his wife					√






Transcription of Recording Data
The extracts were transcripts taken from the video which was taken on 9th Mei 2014. The researcher took video recording when the students were giving opinion for every topic given by the lecturer. For the first, the lecturer was 
Extract 1 piercing
T= what do you think of piercing?
S: in my opinion piercing is not good for our body because it’s dangerous for our skin because actually it’s made from metal ingredients.
T= you said just now that that’s haram. Why did you say that?
S:eeeee I don’t know why, it is just prepare answer.
S: I think it’s very cold I think so. When I am junior high school, I think that I’m going to do piercing but if I get pierce maybe my father will be angry.
S (2): I think piercing is very bad because I myself cannot imagine how bad I am if I piercing my body.
S (15): I think piercing is not good for our health eeee because eeee apa it’s so hard for our body. eeee  I think that so.
S: I think it’s ok for me because I like someone to use piercing. Why because I see last day movie about india but I like someone to use piercing in the nose. It’s for me, it’s so beautiful.
S : piercing is not good for your healthy because if you use piecing I see your body is hurt.
S (1): in my mind what really about piercing because I never do the piercing. But I have two perceptions the first is positive effect and the second is negative effect. The first positive effect we will think that another way to express ourselves why because from the piercing maybe some people or most people will say that we are wild people, wild boy or wild girl or naughty boy or naughty girl. Because why piecing is about the attitude, maybe it is really familiar in front of me u have a piercing in your tongue because that’s liar or wild I don’t know why. And the negative effect why because you make hurt in your body because piercing is really hurting you. I think that’s all.
S (5): piercing for Indonesian people is bad attitude because why because we are different with western. Maybe western this is cool but Indonesian people this is bad. And maybe one or two years later it can be a disease.
S : piercing makes someone look handsome, look cool and other but beside there are many negative effects.
T= when the negative effect appears for the piercing?
S : hurt our ears, hurt our tongue
T= how about you guys?
S : sorry mom, I don’t have any idea about it.
T= then what do you think about piercing?
S : if someone asks me about piercing, I think it is bad. Because it can hurt ourself. 
S (4) : piecing I think it’s bad because it can hurt ourselves, broke our nose and other part of the body can hurt because of piercing.
S : I think piercing is very dangerous and useless
S : I think piercing is useless. It’s very bad, we have knowledge, we have knowledge, in the rule of islam we don’t do that.
S (7) : for me, piercing, maybe we have different view about pircing. Why because ee for me pircing is give eeee forbidden for Islam why because it’s not eee it shows that we prove that we are rude and we know that pircing is not good for our health.
S : I think it’s not health for our body and we have the rule islam. Don’t do that.
Giving opinion
S (15): I really agree with Amber’s opinion because I think if we love somebody, we have to prove our love for her. I think so.
T= how about you?
S : Subuhanallah, yeah, I agree with Wiwi’s statement. I think if you really love somebody you must prove your love.
S : I really agree with Amber’s statement eee said that if Phill really love her he will get her to use her body piercing because if you really love somebody you must to prove your love and ….
S (10): I agree with Amber’s statement eeee if Phill really loves her he will get used to her body piercing. Because it is eeeee a provement that he really love her. And then in our life if we don’t change our body of our life then our life just so so @@@@  biasa-biasa saja. And automatic there is nothing progress.
S: my opinion about if Phill really loves her, he will get used to her body piercing. I think, my opinion I disagree the statement about Amber. Why because if you love a someone you don’t you don’t to use your body, physical body, but true love is deeper than physical beauty. And I think it’s not a problem if Phill loves her.
S (13): if Phill really loves her, he will get used to her body piercing. I really agree with that statement because to love is deeper than physical beauty.
S (3): eee well, my opinion about Amber’s opinion if Phill really loves her, he will get used to her body piercing. Well in any relationship we have to understand each other. because without understanding each other no relationship will last so if you want to keep your relationship, if you want to stay comfortable each other, just understand each other with your couple your partner.
S (11): I really agree with Amber’s statement, if someone like, if Phill love Michele, Phill must be follow whatever her style her girl friend. Because why, we must be different for berbeda dengan different with our relationship. I think if we are if Michele and  and Phill use piercing is very good. If the walk for holiday think the people thinking it’s nice and good, great.
S (14) : well, I think statement form Amber and my friend, he has to pierce her body also because Phill really love her girl friend he have to eee accept her girl friend the way she is and we have to express your life our life and our love like we want.
S (2): I think physical beauty is very needed in relationship because it will strengthen the relationship. as we know that women want to be understood and they will be very glad if their boy friend also love their habit.
S (4): I do agree with Amber’s opinion. If you love someone you have to accept her the way she is so you have to comfortable with her habit and you have to do it in your body. you just have to appreciate your couple habit and then the important thing in relationship is how to we can make our couple comfortable. We can appreciate each other and accept each other.
S: ok. I do agree with amber’s statement because in my opinion if we love someone like your couple like what what. Like Amber’s statement true love is deeper than physical beauty so you have to understand with your couple and don’t be over protective with your couple.
S: ok, if we talk about love. If someone loves her so much it means that someone will accept the way she is and then eeeee before you love someone I believe that for the first step looking for eeee information about them. You looking for information about personal identity and then after that you have to accept it. Why because you yourself looking for ….and then if someone ask you to do something that she like it will be make difficulty in the relationship. And then one sentence that if we want to be different, do something different.
S (5) : I really agree with Anton’s statement. Why because yeah we know this is a women. You have to a ….women so the way is not the piercing itself but her body because this is bad attitude and then yeah @@@@ etcetera. Then you are really really loves Phill so you need to let it go the piercing, eee maybe that’s all for me. You Syamsul.!
S: bismillahirrahmanirrahim, I really agree with Anton’s statement if Michele really loves Phill she will stop wearing her piercing. First in any relationship you have to be understanding, the second if someone to eeee someone wanna eeee eeee be a good couple they have to be afraid the fashion. Piercing body is not good for our body.
S (6): I agree with Anton’s statement if Michele really loves Phill, he will stop wearing her piercing. As we know that Phill don’t want to Michele got hurt. And love is from here (pointing his breath) not from here (pointing his eyes). I think that’s all, thanks you very much.
S (1): if Michele really loves Phill, he will stop wearing her piercing. Ok in this statement we have to understand with everyone. So if you want to get boy friend or girl friend automatically you have to understand each other. because if we want to know that something will be will be enter in your future from right now, you have to understanding each other. because maybe just that way we can share our experience our problem each other we can get conclusion from our problem. For example, if Michele really loves Phill, he will stop wearing her piercing because Phill think that piercing is not have a good. But it’s a bad attitude so maybe Phill want to look Michele be good personality. And the next is Michele concern about the fashion. Yeah maybe that’s true because if you want to express yourself maybe you can make a poem, a singer, maybe if you express yourself in another way or in a negative way just make your life really wild or bad because maybe everyone think that way is really bad. Maybe everyone want too express yourself with another way. That way is really good for you but you must to doing, if you have a boy friend or girl friend, automatically she or he will think that it’s very bad. I think I agree with Anton’s statement.
S (12): I agree with Monica’s opinion, body piercing is not natural nor beautiful. We have to careful with what God given to us. If we want to be beautiful girl we can take another way that didn’t hurt your body.
S: ok, eee if we talk about body piercing I agree with Monica’s statement that said body piercing neither natural nor beautiful because you are change…. Your body that God given to us. The perfect body that God given to us. And if we do that we are let to do that and then it’s forbidden to hurt ourselves because with body piercing, we are hurt ourselves and it is painful.
S (8): if we say about natural we were born without hole in our body. it means it’s our natural. We shouldn’t change or damage our body with piecing. And think about beautiful I don’t think so that piercing can make beautiful it’s not the way. Because there are many ways to make us beautiful to do the piercing.
S: piercing is neither natural nor beautiful why I said that because we don’t change our body or make something weird for example  make body piercing. I’m sure that you will get pain and then other people will negative thinking with you. You are moeslem and you have to obey the rule of our religion.
S: I think that piercing is really bad. Someone that use piercing maybe annoyed and dizzy. Sometimes I ask myself, why did they decide to use it? And as we know that someone people think that it really cool and so but I don’t think so, of course not. Do they think that they are beautiful? Do they think that they are great of course not. And eeeee we were born in this world without hole and we shouldn’t change it and demage it. As we know that as a moeslim we are forbidden to do that and I believe that our parents will be disappointed with us if we do that. I think that’s all.
S (7)= I really really agree with Monica’s statement that ee body piercing is neither natural nor beautiful eeee I think that if doing something like piercing we have to know, we have to consider benefit. Or maybe just make our body is damage so we have to respectable the give from Allah.
In the next meeting, the researcher also took video recording. On that video, the students were asked some questions about the topic given by the lecturer. The topic was about ‘Cosmetic Surgery’. Each student took turns to convey their opinion within the topic.
Extract 2 cosmetic surgery
T= how important are “good looks” to you?
S (2): I think good looks is important but not really important because I think we don’t have to do everything to look good. Just become the way you are.
T= ok, what do you do to look good?
S: ok, what I do to look good mom, in my opinion to look good in many people, you must be confident. We must to use the class to good so you can enjoy to study, you can enjoy to work very well.
T= would you ever consider having cosmetic surgery?
S (4) : oh never, because I think it’s not really important to look good in our body but you only have to show your inner beauty. Of course we have to show good attitude in front of other people.
T= how to show your inner beauty actually?
S (4): first you have to show your good attitude of course in front of all people.
T= so you mean if you have  good attitude it means that it reflect your inner beauty?
S (4): yeah, it maybe actually
T= ok thank you
S: I ever to consider about having plastic surgery.
T= why?
S: Because I like the baby face and I also want to have face like baby.
T= so you want to do the cosmetic surgery, but you have to earn a lot of money absolutely.
S: yeah, it’s my problem because I don’t have enough money to do it.
T= it must be difficult to do that.
T= how important are good looks to you?
S: for me, if you want to good look just be yourself, without make up for me.
S (3): I will be honest, good looks is important for me why because everyone on this earth will always like who the person with look good. But eeeee to be a good look you need, you don’t need to want the cosmetic surgery just be the way you are. I mean by the way you are it’s not didn’t put make up or you do nothing just keep your skin health, care of your skin. Put on make up but just the way you are, ii mean don’t eeeee, don’t just eeeee what is that, don’t just follow the other way. Just beautiful the way you are.
T= what do you do to look good?
S: hmmmm I do bath sometimes I do make up.
T= another reason?
S: what another reason? Cheer my hairs, my kumis, yeah
T= to look good?
S: yeah
T= just explain whatever you want to explain!
S: how important are good looks to you? Good looks very important for me, because why?  Because some people look your characteristic from your style. Then what do you do to look good? I will do my best. And the last I never want to do the plastic surgery. Because the cosmetic surgery will not the save of god.
S: how important are good looks for you? For me good look is not important but sometimes we have to good look like when we go to wedding party, to campus and formal agenda.
S (5): how important are goo looking to you? Ok in my opinion good looking is important because from good looking, we can make people like you are, some people happy with us. Then in contrast if you are bad looking, u can make someone hate you. Then the second question what do you do to look good, ok just the way you are be confident, be your best, and eeeee be confident and just the way you are and do the best. And the third question would you ever consider about having cosmetic surgery? Actually maybe five or ten years ago I ever think about this. Why because I know that the cosmetic surgery is good. It can be make us handsome of beautiful but it is just short term. But for now, I never think about this because cosmetic surgery is got to be a disease for me, is got to me cepat mati. Maybe that’s all for me.

S (1): my name is Syamsul Rizal, sorry mem, what mem? Ok, the first question, why are important good looking for you? I think it’s very important, why because for me, because eeee because if you are a good look person, if someone see u will interesting. Because from the good looking, from eee from your fashionable wwe can say that you can show up your everything your feeling. And next is what do you do to look good? Maybe I just to take what I have , because be natural is very important than ever because if you do natural it’s really long term beautiful than you ever do the cosmetic surgery. And would you ever consider having cosmetic surgery? I think I never think to have cosmetic surgery because cosmetic surgery just have negative effect maybe at the first time in your plastic surgery you get the positive effect actually after that you will get negative effect. Why because example, if you have cosmetic surgery in your eyes automatically just the time until five years, three years or five years, your eyes will be beautiful, but  after that, your eyes maybe ugly anything or disease. Because we don’t know what the negative effect from cosmetic surgery it’s really effect the natural so I like my natural, it’s me.
Extract 3 a good parents
S (1): the next topic that I’m talking about is the good parents. I’m really sure that everyone want to be a good parent in their future. And me too I want to be a good parent in my future but hmmm because it’s a it’s a idea from every every every one in this world and then I have a neighbor. They have adopted child they adopted the boy, the young boy when he was about ten years old. Then as I see they are really happy with their adopted child they really love the boy, they really care the boy. They enter the boy to the school. Just they treat their adopted child like their real child. So that’s really that’s really what is that’s really good. And I think a couple who doesn’t have a child I think they can allow, they can be allowed to adopt an adopted child because we can imagine that if we are a couple and we don’t have a child and we do want to have a children. It will be the best choice or suggestion if we just adopt an adopted child. Because we can we also can treat the adopted child like our real child so I think that’s a good choice for couple who doesn’t have a children. And then about adopted child who has the same gender I mean a gay parents, I think that’s really rarely found in a society but it happens in a real life. But I think the adopted child’s fiend will consider or in a society it will consider as a deviation because the other children has the other children have a parent. I mean women and men, not two men as a parents and do not have mother. I think it’s really rarely founded. It will make the psychology of the children. I mean it will make, it will bring a complicated problem in a society.
S (2): my name is Syamsul Rizal Syarif, the next chapter is a good parent. This topic is really interesting for me. The first question is do you know the person who has an adopted child? What do they think about? I think that’s a good idea because we know, many children in the world be blamed because they don’t know where is their father or parents actually. The next is who should be allowed to adopt the child? Maybe best parents who is never children or kid because they are married not have children or kid, maybe. My paper please my paper please, I’m sorry. I like Monica’ statement because from true love will be better than before because from love. Actually from love, we know it I think everything is gonna be changed. Because statement for their children with love and their children need love. They are adopted children they are need to give them love.
S (3): honestly I don’t know any adopted children. And we should be allowed to adopt children whom eeee whom can be a good parents that want to have some their time for children maybe for sometimes that who has much money. And who is eee and whom care about children. Well whenever possible child should be brought up by parents. I agree with this because parents have strong connection, strong influence to the to childrenit has to be. In eee parents who don’t want to have a child it’s really really, I mean I don’t really like it parents like that. Because they have responsibility for having a children. So children have to be brought up by their parents. Parents know everything about their children so they will arise and brought up the children better than other people or mother or father in law. So that’s why it’s really important for children to be build up by their parents, by their birth parents.
S (4): ok the last material is talking about a good parent. If we talk about a good parent remember that we have parents that really really good. We know that parents is the person is really important in our life. Right. And if we talking about anyone who is an adopted child. Honestly, actually I don’t know anything about that because in my environment no anyone is adopted child so I don’t know everything or I don’t know something like that actually. And in this material the next page, there are three opinions about the good parents and I do agree with Koji’s statement, Koji’s opinion said that children brought up by same gender, parents will have many problems in the society. Yes especially in our environment. The couple with the same gender is really negative thinking because it is bad habit I think. And the children brought up by the same gender parents, I think it’s really difficult to overcome the many problems in our environment. Because many people judge the children that brought up adopted from the same gender parents it’s negative. It’s bad I think, so the children is difficult to overcome that many people said about their parents’ actually . and even though their parent, his parent or her parents really loving her, really loving his but that children cannot that many people said that his parents is bad. And as we know that the children need to know where they come from. But the children know his parents is a bad, is a same gender. I think the children get confused where they come from.
S (5): I want to tell you my opinion about a good parent. What important, as we know that we want to ask to us what is your job, how many sisters, how many brother what did they do. And you don’t have to hide anything from them just tell them 
S (6): first question do you know anyone who is an adopted child, what do you think about that? People who adopted child I think I don’t know who but what I do think about it I think they just looking for their happiness, they are looking for the child happiness too take them form the Panti Asuhan and give the better life for that child. And the second question, who should be allowed to adopt child? Who should be allowed to adopt maybe the parents who can has who can have a child from their nature marry or people who want adopted a child because their want help a ppor children thank you. And the second page, Koji’s statement said that children brought up by same gender parents will have many problem society. In my mind the children will be the object of ….. from the other kids, his neighborhoods. This can make the children say himself or his family problem I think that will make him stress .
S (7): I do anyone who is an adopted child they think eee the other keep child same as biologist children and who should be allowed to adopt child. I think a spouse or anyone who want children but eee but the didn’t get chance from god so eeee I think so and about a good family I think they always to be always sadness and happiness to solve problem to better and believable each other. and I think so, thank you.
S (8):   the first question, do you know anyone who is an adopted child? And what do you think about it. Yes I know anyone who is adopted child and in mind mind adopted child it doesn’t matter because it’s good way to decrease the family because sometimes there are some family or some parents that they they have not given a child so they can adopt a child. Because there are many orphan in the world in our surrounded us so the parent that have not the child have not a daughter so she can adopt the orphan. It can decrease, it can fulfill each other. and the second is who should be allowed to adopt a child? Eee I myself I I mean the people that who allowed to adopt a child is a parents is a parents I mean there is some mother or father. We can say it’s a family when there is two between gender mother and father. And for the statement I agree with saying that whenever possible children should be brought up by their birth parents. Why I say like this because eeee eeee the parents is gave responsible to care their children to brought up the children because the family eee that consists of father and mother eeee and their children is a natural is the identity of the children so we can know, we can the children can know the sense of what’s family what is the lovely for your parents such us mother and father. And I think when mother have a child it has responsible to carrying of the child. 
S (9): I think adopt child is a child who has no mother and father if adopt child was adopt by two men then how show adopt there is a couple there is man and woman or wife and husband. Mmmm I agree with opinion Koji he said children brought up by same gender parents have many problem in a society. Because if a child raise by some parents automatically feel associated by others, so that the children can so shy away…..  
S (10): ok, eeee the last on my opinion is talking about the good parent. In my mind adopted child is a child who has no manual mothers and fathers if an adopted child was adopted by two men or gay the adopted child will be like his fathers who has adopted him. And some of people assume that adopted child who was have two fathers is not allowed to have friends with someone anymore. Because they said that I was a gay influence. And then who should adopt a child, in my mind maybe a couple like man and women or wife and husband. Or it can be two men. Then talking about statement, I agree with Monica’s statement. He said that love is what makes a good family yes of course. Love is everything for something. Without love we can’t life happy. In this case, whatever couple parents will no become a problem in family. The important is happiness. Whatever the couple like man and man.
S (11): I think adopt child who has no manual mother and father if adopt child was adopted by two men then how to adopt child is a couple. It means men and women or wife and husband. I agree with opinion Koji because if a child is…… who goind to effect the development of children a psychology and ……..tend to close in social relationship.
S (12):  adopt child is someone who has no parents and need someone who can take care him or her. But sometimes, someone who adopt child is someone who has no child. I really agree with Monica’s statement love is what makes a good family. Because happy family is a good family. If a relationship in a family not good the family will not be happy.
S (13): and I have aunt she has a adopt child and I don’t know what she thinks about that. But I think she will be happy with adopt child. And there is a question about who should be allowed to adopt a child? And I think hmmmmm eeee that should be allowed to adopt child is spouse that cannot have a child and they have good life and they can fill the child daily needs. And there is Monica’s statement love is what makes a good family. Yes I really agree with that statement because I think the important thing in the family is love. And I know that anything will be ok with love.
S (14): actually I never see the people adopt a child but I think it’s ok and who should be allowed to adopt a child I think the people that have much money. And about statement whenever possible, children should be brought up by their birth parents. I agree with that because a good parent will understand what they do want what they feel the children.
S (15): yes I know anyone who is adopted child. I feel they adopted child maybe they doesn’t have a child so they adopted child. And then actually who should be allowed to adopt a child I think they who doesn’t have in their marriage. I think children should be brought up by their own parents. Because parents teach children the sense of family itself. 
Extract 4 always late
S (1): I think I’m never come late, I think the person who is come late go to school is really bad person and I don’t know maybe from their attitude. And what is got real thing being late. I think maybe they stay up in the last night to do exercise or anything, maybe. And the next I’m agree with James’s statement said people who are lazy, yes because we should there is no excuse for being late or we can do our exercise before last night maybe , maybe in the afternoon or maybe when we back to school or when we back from the college. Because if you come in university or school and you are being late, it makes you lazy and rude. I think.
S (2): talking about always late, I myself seldom come late in a one location but because I try to come on time eeee and then I think there is someone who comes late I think the best reason is we can say that we just now was taken in a traffic jamb. I think that’s the best reason that we can talk our teacher if we come late to school or what. I think to be taken in a traffic jam. I this that’s a best reason. And then I think people who always comes late I think it cannot be changed because it has become a habit and as we know that if everyone in this world come earlier I mean there is no comes late if we go to school it will be so boring not interesting. There is no colour in our life. There is no, I mean we do not try eee to be the best because there is no fight among us. So I think coming late is not totally bad think but makes a difference.
S (3): well I’m usually on time for school and fro meeting too. A good reason for being late is when we are in a traffic jamb or go traffic jamb. Or else maybe because we have to do any important things before going to school or meeting. And well for me, everyone is different not the same so there is some people that really really against being late. There are some people that always be late everyone is different so just let it flow I mean differences make the world or our life is more interesting. So it’s ok just leave it and live your life and other people. Everyone has their right, so when they want to be late because of something but they didn’t mean to when they are late, even though they didn’t mean to wanna be late but they are late, it’s they must have a good reason for being late. And as we know that some people are late by nature.
S (4): actually I myself not always but I usually late to go to school, to go to campus and also for meeting. And the reason I don’t know why I always do that but I always oversleep so when I wake up and I see my watch and I was so surprise to that watch. Oh my god, I’m late again. And actually we don’t realize that there are many problem and thing that happen and we don’t wish it happen actually but IT happens. So I usually late to go to campus, to go to school and for meeting also. I do agree with Pablo’s opinion say that people cannot be changed. Actually if we always late it is so difficult to change our habit. I myself realize that, I always late, not always but usually I’m too difficult to change my habit also. So some parts of person have a characteristic of genetic. So if we always late or usually late long time ago I think there is most many effect to our personality so we always late too for now and for the next time.
S (5): coming late is the most my problem, why this is really really bad habit this is really really bad event when we wait someone and this person coming late. This is really really annoying. Talking about coming late it is connecting with time on how you manage the time. How smart you are to manage your time. Me always come late when I was senior high school because I have to help my mother in my home or help my father in my home. Helping mother to clean the furniture, the dishes and so fort. And my father like I have to clean the motorcycle, wash the mirror. So that because these activities I always come late when I was senior high school. And coming late is really really annoying when we have promise with someone that you are going to meet at three o’clock, as a result we met at 4 o’clock. This really really bad event.
S (6): for school, honest I always late. I always late to come to my school and for meeting, I’m only participant. For being late I have many reasons for that I just ssay to some of them, first I late to wake up and the second maybe I forget my motorcycle key and the third I got traffic. I agree with the statement that everyone is different that people live what they are. That where their own life. 
S (7): actually sometimes when I have a same with my friends if it’s informal. If it related to academic formal I try to didn’t come late. My reason when I come late maybe I so long when I get dress because I have to choose my dress whether suit on me. And about the people who come late, in my mind they are can’t to manage her time so well and they are impolite people because they are didn’t respect about her partner. Why? They have made assignment before.
S (8): I don’t really like coming late. And then when I have a meeting in school, I will go early because I don’t like if I come late because it’s really embarrassing when the meeting had begun and I come late. And all the people will look at to me, and don’t like the situation like that. We cannot blame someone if they come late because we have our own excuse. We have a reason why we come late. Maybe that is the good reason for being late is we have a long distant for that we aim, we have a long distance from school, I need to go to school by the motorcycle and I in the traffic jam it will make me coming late. Maybe the good reason why many people come late maybe their business, they have many problem that they get when they  on the way to the place that they aim.
S (9): I always come on time in meeting because in my mind on time is very important for me. If you on time, I’m sure you will success and I think it’s not reason to being late because every single people hate be same time different on they how they to use her time with good. And I disagree opinion Pablo, he say people can be changed because person habit can be changed back to the awareness used the value time do to appreciate the time automatically we will not be late again.
S (10): usually I go to campus on time, and also for meeting I’m always on time. In my mind, no good reason for being late. Maybe if person want being late, he have to manage his schedule or time before he go out. I agree about James’s statement that people who are late are rude and lazy it is a sign or disrespect, yes alright. If someone being late, it will disturb the other people for example when we make a discussion or lecturer explain something to students and there is student come late, automatically the student will be disturb the process learning. And then if the student was angry by their lecturer maybe the student will angry to their lecturer. And I think it will make the students become selfish. And in my mind, there is no excuse for being late. Everyone have to allow the rule.
S (12): I usually on time go to school or meeting because in my own opinion someone who will be success have to try to discipline. Because discipline is the successful key. And I think if someone want to be late, she have to prepare all of her needs and plans so that she not late. I really agree about Jame’s opinion, in my own opinion someone who want to try to be discipline I believe it can be and I think someone who always late just person who lazy and one not try to change to be better person.
S (13): actually I myself sometime late to go to campus. And when my lecturer ask me why I come late, I just say when I on the way to go to campus, I got traffic jam. Or something wrong in my motorcycle. And there is a statement about people cannot be changed, I really agree with that statement because I think the only one that can change ourselves is just ourselves and I think, come late is nature and I believe everybody in this world have come late.
S (14): I never come late if I go to campus because I live in rusun dormitory and I have managed my schedule that I must wake up at 5 o’clock so I never come late. And the second, the good reason when you come late in my mind you must be honestly. I’m sure if you honest, your lecturer will understand and more appreciate and the last I agree with statement that everyone is different, why there is people always come late and why there is always on time. Because everyone have rutinitas that different. So there are people always come late and there are people always on time.
S (15):  actually I ever come late, and I know that it’s not good. But I come late and it has a reason eee usually cuz the traffic jam. And then the good reason I come late to school because I got the traffic jam.
Extract 5 the computer nut
S (1): I think I just use 2 hours until 4 hours every single day because I just searching entertainment material on my campus and maybe for to refreshing. I use the computer for the entertainment and school because I don’t have job. So automatically I use computer for school and entertainment. Ok the next is do you know someone who uses computer a lot? What does he or she do on the computer?. Yeah I know, actually that’s my friend I call him Najamuddin. She always on computer searching entertainment, playing games, etcetera, I don’t know and maybe he is opening some like porn but I don’t know. It is him, he problem. Because actually we will make the first to make first our wife. And the computer although every our job from the computer to get information and anything. Because without wife you should be blamed and you will be broke.
S (2): I realize that I’m a person who has, who spend a lot of my time to with my computer or my laptop. I use my computer in every day about 5 or 6 hours, I just, if I start to open my computer, I just it is for doing my homework or just find an entertainment such as playing game, watching TV I mean watching film. And I have a sister she is a person, she is one of my family who spends a lot of time also in front to of her computer. She just, as I see she like to playing game and watching film just the same thing with what I do for my computer. And I think we don’t have to spend too much a lot of time with our computer because it can destroy, eeh it can destroy human relationship. As we know that, if someone sits in front of the computer and, I’m sure that he will be so busy with his computer and he will not care around them what happened around them. So I think it if is happen to everyone, so it will be no time to talking to someone, it will destroy human relationship. So I suggest to not to spend a lot of time in front of the computer. I mean not open the computer except to find that it has advantages to us.  
S (3): well I use computer in a day how long I don’t know actually connect. I admit that I use computer a lot every day. So I use computer in a long time because I have to and I need to. That’s why I didn’t know exactly how long I use computer in a day.
S (4): we know that computer is very popular in our environment right now because many people use that thing. And I myself use a computer at least 3 or 4 hours in a day. I use computer everyday for to my homework, to my assignment and also to entertain myself actually. 
S (5): computer is very familiar technology in our life. The most important technology in our life. From computer we can make our activity is easier. We can talk another person. For me talking about the internet, sometimes at least I using internet about 5 hours a day.
S (7):  in everyday maybe I use the computer about 6 hours or 7 hours a day, don’t ask me way, that is very important for me. you know for my homework right!. You know not only in campus but in home I always use my computer for doing homework of course.
S (8):  I use computer rarely because I don’t have computer. If I have assignment I just lend my friend’s computer and it has finished. I use for one or two hours. And I use my computer for my school, but if my assignment has finished I use it for entertainment myself.
S (9): almost everyday I use my computer. I usually use my computer for more than one hours a day. I usually use my computer for doing my homework. And about the statement I agree with the Monica’s statement Susan should save her husband interest in the computer. Why I say I agree because every people have their own interest have their own hobbies. So we can’t force them to lose their hobby. I believe that every people have their own imagine when you have your interest and you disturb by someone and force you to lose your interest or hobby I believe that you will not you don’t want to leave your interest. It’s our privacy we want to make ourselves be comfortable so we cannot force other people to leave their interest to do something that make it comfortable. It’s their interest, it’s their habit. So just let it go. 
S (10): I just use computer just twice everyday. In the computer I get many information and get entertain myself. And I disagree with opinion James say that computer destroy human relationship. Due to computer, human relations increasingly familiar. They can communicate with easily social media facebook twitter and other social media.
S (11): well I use a computer of course everyday maybe two hours or more a day. Usually I use it for campus assignment and entertainment. I agree with Trin’s opinion that Ken should spend his time with his computer and more time for his wife. Because however a girl need more attention it the real condition in our world. A girl need more attention in order that their relationship will always keep. If Ken want to use a computer he must be reduce beside to make a good relation also to keep her healthy.
S (12): everyday I use computer just little bit. And sometimes, one day I don’t use computer. I use computer for school for my assignment but sometimes I use computer to entertainment. In my mind, someone who use computer a lot for example to do the homework, searching information in internet and to entertain etcetera. I really agree with Trin’s opinion because a husband have to spend less time with his computer and more time with his wife. Because one of the way to keep relationship is communication. If a husband seldom to communicate with his wife the relationship can be broke.
S (13): well I sometimes use computer for 2 or 3 hours in a day. And I use my computer for do homework, listening music, games and internet of course. And I know that someone that use computer very much. She is my roommate and she use her computer just for watching movie all the time. And there is Monica’s statement about eeeee Susan should share her husband internet in the computer. I agree with that statement because I think spouse have to share about anything with her or his husband or wife. And anything include internet in the computer.
S (14): sometime I use the computer for 2 until 3 hours and I use a computer for searching information or materi for my assignment and sometime for entertain myself like facebook, watch my favorite video or movie. But I have friend that she is very over in use a computer because she just use a computer for facebook. Sometimes until 3 hours. And about statement James that said computer destroy human relationship of course I agree it is true because why if we use facebook just for judge the other people and spend time for something that not important.







Because the learners are from the same country, the researcher is going to ask them briefly to present different aspects of their society (for example, language spoken, ethnic groups, education, family life, religion, a custom unique). The questions as follows:
1.	What language do you use in your family? (language spoken)
2.	Who holds the most “status” in your family?  Why? (family life)
3.	How important is education in your family? (education)
4.	How important is religion in your family?  Why ? (religion)
5.	What is considered most disrespectful in your culture? (ethnic groups)






This interview was taken on 11th April 2014. On this interview, there were 15 students interviewed as purposed sample. Each student was asked 6 questions which are describing the different aspects of their society and they were asked to present it briefly based on their own culture. 
Extract 1 what language do you use in your family?
T= this one question for all. The first is what language do you use in your family?
S: actually in my family we use two language, the first is Indonesian language automatically, and the next is local language. But the most important in my family we use Indonesian language or we can say it’s bahasa. We know, we know in our country, our national language is bahasa. Local language we just usually, iiih we usually we speak local language in specially time. But in every time we just speak in bahasa. Indonesian language.
T= so your first language is Indonesian language. Then what about you T?
S: actually in my family, we usually use Indonesian language but sometimes we use buginise because I’m buginise and my father, my mother, my family is all of them is buginise. We speak English not all day. Day but Sometimes, just sometimes.
T= buginise not all times, just sometimes?
S: we speak buginise  not all time, we speak Indonesian only sometimes 
T= which one is commonly used in your family?
S: Indonesian language
T= ooh Indonesian language, so what about you S?
 S: Indonesian language as primary language, another language, a local language is seldom
T= oooh seldom, and S?
S: we use three language. one of them is buginise and konjonese. My father is konjonese and my mother is buginise. Yes I’m from bulukumba so I use konjonese. That’s more important that I use bahasa in my family. 
T= what the most language that u always use in your family?, Indonesian, konjo, or buginese? 
S: Indonesian
T=oooh, and how about you S?
S: ok, in my family we have two language spoken, of course Indonesian language and local language and my local language is mandaris because my region is mandaris. Ok eee maybe that’s all for me.
T= that’s Indonesian language or mandaris. What the most language that you always use in your family, Indonesian or mandaris?
S: in my family of course Indonesian.
T= so Indonesian as your primary language in your family?

Extract 2 who holds the most status in your family?
T= who holds the most status in your family?
S: yeah, my father of course because we know, our religion is islam father is head then our mother, brother and sister. So my father holds the most status in my family.
T= ok, S?
S: just the same with me, my father holds the most status in my family because we know that my father is how to say, work hard to find money to what is to income our family our life.
T= ok great, S?
S: the one who holds the most status in my family is my father. Why because we know in our religion Islam the one who take the responsibility for the rest of the family is a father who he has to low card to make us can live peaceful and honor. 
T= and s?
S: okay, the one who holds the most status in my family of course is my father as I know that my father works as a teacher my mother is a housewife so automatically my father holds the most status in my family.
T= and it’s also the same with you S?
S: no, I think that’s for me who holds the most status in my family everyone will answer ‘my father’ but me not. Because May 5th 2003 I live with my grandmom, I’m not hidden from my status because I’m broken family. So I can say that who holds the most status in my family is my grandmom, my grandmom always teach me where is the goodness and everything.
T= but I think u grow well.
S: yes of course, because I just want to show to the world because I’m the one of …, every child in this world have a broken family. Oh my god, I’m not share bullshit story but this is the story of my life. I just want to show to the world this is me. I’m not cry!!!! @@@@@
T= you are not crying? but I see. No no don’t cry baby. Great family, do you have any brothers and sisters?
S: the real I have one brother and one sister, but right now I have two mothers and two fathers actually. I have no brothers from my mother and my father but I have three sisters form my father and three sisters from my mother.
T= then is education is important in your family, what do you think about education in your family?
S: everyone will thinking education is important, why because from education we will know what we must to do for our life in the future know what is going on me or everyone.  From education we can get anything. Our expectation or everything so we can get be success man in this world.
T= ok then you S? 

Extract 3 how is important education in your family?

T= how education is important?
S: exactly education is very important, so so important. With education we can show who we are, we can get money with education can many thing. There are many things that’s important with education. 
T= ok, S?
S: well, eee education in my family, education is very very important because without education we can’t live our life well we cannot even,, I mean when  we don’t have education we cannot get success and nation never be developed without education.
T= ok, S?
S: in my family really important about education because  I have one brother and one sister. My parents always give good education from elementary school  till now in university so that my parents say education really really important because especially for this era, this globalization era. Education is really important because if are not get education we can see a glance environment.
T= for young generation is really important. Yeah you?
S: just like my friends, education is very very important because why do I say like that because without education we are nothing. Without education we cannot looking for job, we cannot get salary. And then without education another people going to see at glance to us. Underestimate us.

Extract 4 how important is religion in your family?
T= how important is religion in your family?
S: religion is really really important because religion special for islam let us to be a better man. Just it, to be a better man. 
T= then, S?
S: just the same with me, education is really really important. We know that religion is our believe to Allah. So we know that religion can give the goodness to in our world and here after. I think like that. 
T= and how about, S?
S: well, in my family religion is highly important. It’s highly important because we are as human don’t just need supply from physical. Not just our physic that needs feed need food, but our, what is that our soul, our heart need supply to, needs food. So with religion we can feed our soul our mind so we can be a better person, we can live our life very well.
T= yeah, that’s good S?
S: I think religion is the most important thing that we have to have. Everyone has to have religion. I just want to say religion is the way of life.
S: how important is religion in your family, I will say that it’s really really important why because my father actually is a religious man and my uncle is also religious man. Oh it makes me bored. Because why, in every time, every single day my uncle and my father always remembering me to pray and everything about religion, @@@@
T= so u dislike praying?
S: yes @@@@@. No no no just actually if I’m happy what I do like cycling and suddenly my uncle call me ‘have you prayed?’ oh my god. It makes me bored and actually I like to forget to pray. I know it’s important to my family is my religion.

Extract 5 what is considered most disrespectful in your culture?
T= who wants to talk first?
S: me, maybe I will say the what is considered most disrespectful in your culture is pregnant without married. Because right now we can see in junior high school you can pregnant oh my god that is really the most disrespectful in my culture. But I realize it’s not a problem because it’s your life in Indonesia and automatically really really oh my god, I can’t say anything.
T= so do you have the same opinion about the disrespectful thing.
S: actually the most disrespectful in my culture is pregnant without married. People in my place will really get disgusted by that thing.
S:I think the most disrespectful thing in my culture, they are who we know as naughty boy because they always disturb. They disturb the society and they make a trouble that’s so bad.
 T= so how about you?
S: me?, ok the most disrespectful in my culture mandarise is work as prostitute. Because we know prostitute is really really bad. It means you don’t have anything. And then prostitute is really really forbidden in our religion especially our religion in islam.
T= s?
S: just the same with my friend, the most disrespectful is pregnant without married because my family also said “you are a women so you have to keep yourself , don’t get pregnant without married ”.

Extract 6 do you have any eating habits/rituals that are specific to your culture?
T= do you have any eating habits/rituals that are specific to your culture?
S: yes, I know actually we are guide to our allah SWT by preparing some food to for man or for women we call it as syukuran. So that we do this when have a good news, when we get good experience. We call it syukuran.
S: in my culture, we usually, we eat ritual such as something like that barasanji and don’t know exactly what is the reason so many people do it but usually barasanji is used when we do before we have what is maulid also and other celebration.
T= you?
S: specific ritual or eating habit in my culture is it’s called cera’ manurung I really don’t know what is the purpose of that activity because it’s just aaaa, actually usually people in my place do that held that party before going to if anything big happen and maybe worried about something  that will happen mess with our society.
S: ok, talking about eating habit or ritual specific to my culture is in my place they have some ritual we call it barasanji like my friend said I don’t know exactly what does it mean. They just cook some yummy food and they call ustadz and they make some pray and then I think that’s all.
S: @@@@, ok, maybe in my culture or the person who respect the culture maybe you get something new like new house, new car, new bike or maybe new age like birthday party, oh my god @@@@. Maybe in my culture we will make a party like to make pray but there is a party. In that party we will eat umba-umba and kue lapis, right!! @@@@ oh my god maybe in south Sulawesi. Because to eating umba-umba maybe in south Sulawesi culture that means everything your problem rose up you can get conclusion. Then if we eat kue lapis or lapis cake in south Sulawesi culture that means you have seven … to get everything is good or everything is success so in my culture if you eat that cake like umba-umba and kue lapis everything is gonna be ok, of course @@@@ so culture is unforgottable right!!

 Recording 2
Extract 1 what language do you use in your family?
S: in my family I use Indonesian language sometimes we use Makassar. My local language is Makassar. I always use Indonesian language
T= ooh, the local language is Makassar?, your local language is Makassar
S: yes,
T= but which one do you always use in your family Indonesian or Makassar?, 
S: I think eeee just Indonesian. Eeeeee, I don’t know because I have three local language; mandar, Makassar and Indonesian.
S: talk about language, my family use buginese. Sometimes we use Indonesian. Primary language is buginese.
T= so the primary language in your family is buginese?
S: yes, exactly 
S: in my family always use selayar language but sometimes use Indonesian language. Primary language is selayar.
S: my primary language is local language. I mean mandar

Extract 2 who holds the most status in your family?
S: my father is the person who holds the most status in my family because he give us money. He is the tulang punggung. Like that.
T= so because of money so you say that your father holds the most status I your family?
S: not just money but I think he is tulang punggung.
S: I think my father holds the most status in my family because he is always advise us and to apa.
S: if we talk about who holds the most status in my family. My mother is the one who holds the most status in my family because my mother work more time than my father. My mother spend much time to work everyday.
S: my father, because as we know as a man we have obligation to be a leader in my family in our future. So we have to membiayai our family to looking for money or whatever.
S: definitely my father because as I know that my family I have no brother I have a sister and my father is a man. My father has responsibility to my sister and my mother so definitely my father holds the most status in my family.

Extract 3 how is important education in your family?
S: I think education is the most important in my family because education is apa penunjang? Role model for our future so I think that.
S: education is one of important think in our life because with education we can do more. Education can save our life, save our future so it means that education is very important.
S: actually in my family there is nothing education reach until like me. My father just reach elementary school but my father always advise me that education is important so you have to continue your study in the university so you don’t dibodoh-bodohi.
S: in my family education is the most important. When we have a good education, we will not left behind. I’m sure and I believe that when we are stand our life without education we will left behind. In this era we need education. Every single one need education. I think education is needed. And need in our life. My father advise, I have to be more than my parents. Education I can reach my ambition my dream. I have so many dreams and I believe with education I can reach I can achieve them.

Extract 4 how important is religion in your family?
S: I think religion is very important thing in my family because we think religion is the only one that can save us not only the world but akhirat too. Also we have learned from our parents we have taught that we have to believe with Allah SWT so there is no reason to not menyembah dia, thank you.
S: religion is important to my family because the first time I do my parents teach me about religion. How to pray how to read mengaji begitu. I think that’s
S: religion is one of the important one because of why because religion is identity so wherever we are whenever we are we bring identity and religion is being one of our identity and we can show our life we can show ourselves by religion itself.
S: religion is important in my family because why because without religion we have no we look like no life. Because as my friend said that religion is identity that’s right.
S: I think it’s the most important because if we say about religion it means it’s about hereafter beyond. So I think religion is needed that we every single people have to know about that because it can make strengthen like have a takwa to almighty God Allah SWT and my family my father always teach me to the right way by to learn more about religion and it will make us strengthen in our religiousness.






Extract 1 what language do you use in your family?
S:  in my family we always use Makassar language and Indonesian language
Extract 2 who holds the most status in your family?
S: the most status in my family is my father because my father is the leader of my family.
S: my father as a leader, he always control us in my family but my mother control spend and income.
S: that’s my father because everyday he work 
Extract 3 how is important education in your family?
S: education is very important because with education we know what  I know.
S: education is for cita-cita
S: education is very important because we have to know education. Education can decide our future.
S: without education we cannot get a good future in our life.
Extract 4 how important is religion in your family?
S: religion is very important because with religion can take as to the way.
S: religion can make us to go to the best way
S: we have obligation in religion and we have to do it.
S: religion is habit 
Extract 5 what is considered most disrespectful in your culture?
































































































Student 1	: My father just reaches elementary school but my father always advises  me that education is important so you have to continue your study in the university so you are not being a foolish
Student 2	: My father advises, I have to be more than my parents
Student 3	: if I get piercing maybe my father will be angry
Student 4	: we have learned from our parents we have taught that we have to believe with Allah SWT.




Student 	: actually in my family, we usually use Indonesian language but sometimes we use Buginise because I’m Buginise and my father, my mother, my family is Buginise. We speak English not all day but Sometimes.
Teacher	: Buginise not all times, just sometimes?
Student 	: we speak buginise  not all time, we speak Indonesian only  sometimes 
Teacher	:  which one is commonly used in your family?
Student 	: Indonesian language
Teacher	: oooh, and how about you S?
Student 	: ok, in my family we have two languages spoken, of course Indonesian language and local language and my local language is Mandaris because my region is Mandaris.
Teacher	: that’s Indonesian language or Mandaris. What the most language that you always use in your family, Indonesian or Mandaris?
Student 	: in my family of course Indonesian.





Student 1	: okay, the one who holds the most status in my family of course is my father as I know that my father works as a teacher my mother is a housewife so automatically my father holds the most status in my family.
Teacher	:  and it’s also the same with you S?
Student 2	:  no, I think that’s for me who holds the most status in my family everyone will answer ‘my father’ but me not. Because May 5th 2003 I live with my grandma, I don’t hide my status that is from broken family. So I can say that who holds the most status in my family is my grandma, my grandma always teaches me where is the goodness and everything.
Teacher	: but I think u grow well.
Student	:  yes of course, because I just want to show to the world because I’m the one of …, every child in this world has a broken family. Oh my god, I’m not share bullshit story but this is the story of my life. I just want to show to the world this is me. I’m not crying.
Teacher	: you are not crying? but I see. No no don’t cry baby. Great family, do you have any brothers and sisters?
Student	: the real I have one brother and one sister, but right now I have two mothers and two fathers actually. I have no brothers from my mother and my father but I have three sisters form my father and three sisters from my mother

Extract 4
Student 1	: I think religion is the most important thing that we have to have. Everyone has to have religion. I just want to say religion is the way of life.
Student 2	: how important is religion in your family, I will say that it’s really-really important why because my father actually is a religious man and my uncle is also religious man. Oh it makes me bored. Because why, in every time, every single day my uncle and my father are always remembering me to pray and everything about religion.
Teacher	: so u dislike praying?




Teacher	: what language do you use in your family?
Student	: actually in my family, we use two languages, the first is Indonesian language automatically, and the next is local language. But the most important in my family we use Indonesian language or we can say it’s Bahasa. We know in our country, our national language is Bahasa Indonesia. We just usually use local language in specially time. But in every time we just speak in Indonesian language.
Teacher	: so your first language is Indonesian language. Then what about you S?
Student	: actually in my family, we usually use Indonesian language but sometimes we use Buginise because I’m Buginise and my father, my mother, my family is Buginise. We speak English not all day but Sometimes.
Teacher	: Buginise not all times, just sometimes?
Student	: we speak buginise  not all time, we speak Indonesian only sometimes 
Teacher	: which one is commonly used in your family?
Student	: Indonesian language
Teacher	: ooh Indonesian language, so what about you S?




Teacher	: then is education is important in your family, what do you think about education in your family?
Student	: everyone will thinking education is important, why because from education we will know what we must do for our life in the future and we know what is going on me or everyone.  From education we can get anything. Our expectation or everything so we can be success man in this world.
Teacher	: ok then you S? 
Teacher	: how education is important?




Teacher	: how important is religion in your family?
Student	: just the same with me, education is really really important. We know that religion is our belief to Allah. So we know that religion can give the goodness to in our world and here after. I think like that. 
Teacher	: and how about, S?
Student	: well, in my family religion is highly important. It’s highly important because we are as human don’t just need supply from physical. Not just our physic that needs feeding but our soul and our heart need supplying too like food. So with religion we can feed our soul our mind so we can be a better person, we can live our life very well.
Teacher	: yeah, that’s good S?




Student 1	: From computer we can make our activity is easier
Student 2	: Because actually we will make our wife to be the first
Student 3	: And actually we don’t realize that there are many problem and thing that happen and we don’t wish it happen actually but it happens.
Student 4	: Without education we cannot looking for job, we cannot get salary. And then without education another people going to see at glance to us. Underestimate us.
Student 5	: yeah, that’s good S?
Student 6	:I think religion is the most important thing that we have to have. Everyone has to have religion. I just want to say religion is the way of life.




Student 1	: If someone being late, it will disturb the other people for example when we make a discussion or lecturer explain something to students and there is student come late, automatically the student will be disturb the process learning. And then if the student was angry by their lecturer maybe the student will angry to their lecturer. And I think it will make the students become selfish. And in my mind, there is no excuse for being late.
Student 2	: I myself realize that, I always late, not always but usually I’m too difficult to change my habit also. So some parts of person have a characteristic of genetic. So if we always late or usually late long time ago I think there is most many effect to our personality so we  always late too for now and for the next time.




Student 1	: if we talk about love. If someone loves her so much it means that someone will accept the way she is and then before you love someone I believe that for the first step is looking for information about them. You are looking for information about personal identity and then after that you have to accept it. Why because you are by yourself looking for that and then if someone asks you to do something that you don’t like it, it will make difficulty in the relationship. And then one sentence that if we want to be different, do something different.
Student 2	: Well in any relationship we have to understand each other. because without understanding each other no relationship will last so if you want to keep your relationship, if you want to stay comfortable each other, just understand each other with your couple your partner.





Student 1	: I think I never think to have cosmetic surgery because cosmetic surgery just have negative effect maybe at the first time in your plastic surgery you get the positive effect actually after that you will get negative effect
Student 2	: And the next I’m agree with James’s statement said people who are lazy, yes because we should there is no excuse for being late or we can do our exercise before last night maybe , maybe in the afternoon or maybe when we back to school or when we back from the college. Because if you come in university or school and you are being late, it makes you lazy and rude. I think.
Student 3	: if everyone in this world come earlier I mean there is no comes late if we go to school it will be so boring not interesting. There is no color in our life. There is no, I mean we do not try to be the best because there is no fight among us. So I think coming late is not totally bad think but makes a difference.







Student 1	: my father works as a teacher my mother is a housewife so automatically my father holds the most status in my family.
Student 2	: my father works hard to find money to what is to income our family our life.
Student 3	: my father holds the most status in my family because my father has a job then my mother does not have. My father is stronger than my mother but my mother respects to my father.
Student 4	: you need to let it go the piercing
Student 5	: Phill want to look Michele to be good personality





Student 1	: So I can say that who holds the most status in my family is my grandma, my grandma always teach me where is the goodness and everything.
Student 2	: My mother is the one who holds the most status in my family because my mother work more time than my father. My mother spend much time to work everyday.
Student 3	: my parents are together looking for money







Student 1	: I think spouse have to share about anything with her or his husband or wife 
Student 2	: if you have a boy friend or girl friend, automatically she or he will think that it’s very bad.
Student 3	: Phill want to look Michele be good personality







Student 1	: Because the cosmetic surgery will not the save of god.
Student 2	: But to be a good look you need, you don’t need to want the cosmetic surgery just be the way you are.
Student 3	: why did they decide to use it? And as we know that someone people think that it really cool and so but I don’t think so, of course not. Do they think that they are beautiful? Do they think that they are great of course not
Student 4	: piercing is not good for our body because it’s dangerous for our skin because actually it’s made from metal ingredients
Student 5	: piercing is not good for our health because it’s so hard for our body.
Student 6	: piercing makes someone look handsome, look cool and other but beside there are many negative effects












Student 1	: I think it’s ok for me because I like someone who use piercing. Why because yesterday I saw Hindi movie and I like someone who is piercing in the nose. It’s for me, it’s so beautiful








Teacher	: do you have any eating habits/rituals that are specific to your culture?
Student	:  yes, I know actually we are guide to our Allah SWT by preparing some food to for man or for women we call it as syukuran. So that we do this when have a good news, when we get good experience. We call it syukuran.
Student	:  in my culture, we usually, we eat ritual such as something like that barasanji and don’t know exactly what is the reason so many people do it but usually barasanji is used when we do before we have what is maulid also and other celebration.
Teacher	:  you?








Student 1	: Because everyone have rutinitas that different. So there are people always come late and there are people always on time.
Student 2	: Parents know everything about their children so they will raise and bring up the children better than other people or mother or father in law. So that’s why it’s really important for children to be build up by their parents, by their birth parents.








Student 1	: from true love will be better than before because from love. Actually from love, we know it I think everything is gonna be changed. Because statement for their children with love and their children need love. They are adopted children they need love.
Student 2	: being beautiful naturally is really for long term rather than doing the cosmetic surgery
Student 3	: For me good look is not important but sometimes we have to good look like when we go to wedding party, to campus and formal agenda.







Student 1	: I will be honest, good looks is important for me why because everyone on this earth will always like who the person with look good
Student 2	: if you express yourself in another way or in a negative way just make your life really wild or bad because maybe everyone think that way is really bad







Student 1	: in our religion Islam the one who take the responsibility for the rest of the family is a father who he has to low card to make us can live peaceful and honor.
Student 2	: we have knowledge; in the rule of Islam we don’t do that.
Student 3	: children brought up by same gender, parents will have many problems in the society. Yes especially in our environment. The couple with the same gender is really negative thinking because it is bad habit I think. And the children brought up by the same gender parents, I think it’s really difficult to overcome the many problems in our environment. Because many people judge the children that brought up adopted from the same gender parents it’s negative. It’s bad I think, so the children are difficult to overcome that many people said about their parents’ actually. and even though their parent, his parent or her parents really loving her, really loving his but that children cannot that many people said that his parents is bad.
Student 4	: Because eating umba-umba maybe in south Sulawesi culture that means everything problem rises up and  you can get conclusion. Then if we eat kue lapis or lapis cake in south Sulawesi culture that means you have seven lines to get everything that is good or everything is success. so in my culture if you eat that cake like umba-umba and kue lapis everything is gonna be ok






Student 1	: because a husband has to spend less time with his computer and more time with his wife
Student 2	: A girl needs more attention in order that their relationship will always be kept.
Student 3	: we know that women want to be understood and they will be very glad if their boy friend also loves their habit.






Student 1	: If they walk for holiday think the people thinking it’s nice and good, great.
Student 2	: every people have their own interest have their own hobbies. So we can’t force them to lose their hobby
Student 3	: It’s our privacy we want to make ourselves be comfortable so we cannot force other people to leave their interest to do something that make it comfortable. It’s their interest, it’s their habit
Student 4	: Love is everything for something. Without love we can’t life happy. In this case, whatever couple parents will not become a problem in family. The important is happiness. Whatever the couple like man and man.









Student 1	: without education we can’t live our life well we cannot even, I mean when  we don’t have education we cannot get success and nation never be developed without education.
Student 2	: With education we can show who we are, we can get money with education can many things. There are many things that are important with education.
Student 3	: From education we can get anything. Our expectation or everything so we can get be success man in this world.
Student 4	: with education I can reach my ambition my dream. I have so many dreams and I believe with education I can reach I can achieve them.
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